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Notation

A list of tile symbols and acronyms used throughout this document and their definitions is

tn'ovided below for convenience.

Roman Symbols

c... aerodynamic chord

Cd... drag coefficient

cp... specific heat at constant pressure

d... distance to solid surface

i... first grid index of immerical solution

j... second grid index of numerical solution

k... third grid index of numerical solution

k... thermal conductivity

rood ... modified coefficients

p... pressure

r... radius or radial coordinate

s... streamwise coordinate

std ... standard coefficients

time

• velocity

.. boundary layer inner variable

• axial coordinate

• vertical or normal coordinate

.. boundary layer inner variable

• Cartesian coordinate normal to (x, y) plane

_/.

X.

y.

y+

Z.

ADPAC ... Advanced Ducted Propfan Analysis Code

AST ... Advanced Subsonic Technology

B-L ... Baldwin-Lomax turbulence Inodel

CFD ... coinputatioilal fluid dynaInics

De,st... turbulence destruction tern

J,.. Ja('obian

LDV ... laser Doppler velocimetry
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LE ... leading edge

LNF ... Low Noise Fall

M... Mach lllllllber

MG ... levels of multi-grid

NLR .... Nationaal Lucht- En Ruimtevaartlaboratoriunl

P... blade l)itch

PI_OT3D ... post-processing 3-D visualization tool

Pr... Prandlt number

Prod... turl)ulence production tern

R... gas constant

Re. • pressure ratio

Re.. Reynohls Number

Reo .. Reynolds Numl)er based on momentuln thickness

S.. vorticity

S-A .. St)alart-Alhnaras turbulence model

T.. teml)erature

TE .. trailing edge

Utip .. rotor tip st)eed

V.. velocity

Vd( .... wake centerline velocity deficit

Vr... velocity in the cylindrical coordinate system radial direction

1_.... velocity in the cylindrical coordinate system axial direction

V0... veh)eity in the cylindrical coordilmte system circumfi_rential direction

Vol... volume

iV... relative velocity

Greek Symbols

/?... flow angle

7.-. specific heat ratio

5... 1)oundary layer thickness

/i... wake width

5"... t)oundary layer dist)lacement thi(:kness

(_... third generalized coordinate

z/... efficien(:y

_/... second generalized coordinate

0... tangential coordinate

t,:... K_rm_n constant (0.41)

It... coetficient of viscosity

#_,/y... effective viscosity

ttla,_ .... I)hysical (laminar) viscosity

#t.-. turbulent or eddy viscosity

r'... kineinatic viscosity (It�p)

ut... kineInatic turlmlent viscosity
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l)... transport variable

_... first generalized coordinate

p... density

or... blade solidity

a... turbulence model constant (2/3)

_-.. shear stress

¢.. diffusion term

X- • normalized turbulence quantity

03.. loss coefficient

03.. rotational speed

03.. w_rticity

03param... lOSS t)arameter

Subscripts

[ ]ij,k... grid point index of variable

[]i,,_T... inner boundary layer

[]max.-. maximmn value

[]rni,,''" minimum value

[]out_, .... outer boundary layer

[]p.. pressure side

[]_.. pertaining to the radial (r) cylindrical coordinate

[]re/ .- reference value

[]s.. static value

[],_.. suction side

[]t.. total (stagnation) value

[ It.. turbulent quantity

[ ]_.. pertaining to the axial (x) cylindrical coordinate

[],, .... wall value

[]waU... wall value

[ ]0-.. pertaining to the circumferential (0) cylindrical coordinate

[ ]_... freestream value
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Chapter 1

SUMMARY

The focus of NASA Contract NAS3-27394 Task 15 was to investigate the effects of

turbulence models on the prediction of rotor wake structures. The ADPAC code was

modified through the incorporation of the Sl)alart-Alhnaras one-equation turbulence

model. Suitable test cases were solved mmmrically using ADPAC employing the

Spalart-Alhnaras turbulence model and another prediction code (OVERFLOW) for

comparison. A near-wall spacing study was also completed to determine the adequate

spacing of the first computational cell off the walt. Solutions were also collected using two

versions of the algebraic Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model in ADPAC.

The effects of the turbulence model on the rotor wake definition was examined by

obtaining ADPAC solutions for the Low Noise Fan rotor-only steady-flow case using the

standard algebraic Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model, a modified version of the

Baldwin-Lomax turtmlence model, and the one-equation Spalart-Allmara,_ turlmlence

model. The results fi'om the three differ(rot turt)ulence modeling techniques were

comt)ared with each other an(l the available exl)erimental data. These results in('lude

overall rotor performance, Sl)anwise exit profiles, and contours of axial velocity taken

along constant axial locations and along 1)lade-to-blade surfaces.

Wake characterizations were also t)erformed on the experimental an(t

ADPAC t)redi('ted results including the definition of a wake correlation flmction.

Correlations were evaluated for wake width an(t wake det)th. Similarity profiles of the

wake shal)e were also (:omt)are(t betw(;en all mmmrical solutions and exl)erimental data.
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Chapter 2

INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades, there has been a continuous effort focused towards tile

reduction of aircraft engine noise. Tile noise created by modern turbofan engines is a

concern of several parties: airline operators, aircraft passengers, airport officials, and

airt)ort-area residents, for example. Tile common goal of these groups is for quieter

engines without h)sing t)erformance. Recent noise reduction efforts have been coordinated

through the Advanced Subsonic Tectmology (AST) Project, a t)artnershit)between NASA.

the U.S. aviation industry, and the Federal Aviation Administration.

The AST l)roject was initiated to develop high-I)ayoff technologies that (mal)le safe

and economical global air transportation. One of the areas of interest of the l)roject is the

Engine Noise Reduction Element. The goal of this element is to reduce engine noise by 6

decibels 1)y the year 2000 relative to 1992 technology [1]. Three areas of engine noise

reduction are t)eing investigated: active noise control for fans, jet noise, and advanced low

noise fan designs. The work described within this report, performed by Allison Engine

Corot)any under Ta_sk 15 of NASA Contract NAS3-27394, supported tile last of these three
areas of research.

Much of the noise radiated from an operating high-byt)ass turbofan engine can be

attributed to the fan rotor wake interaction with the downstrealn bypass stator.

Downstrealn of the fan blades, a row of stator blades in the bypass duct are comlnonly

employed to eliminate swirl in the bypa_ss duet flow exiting the nozzle of the engine. There

is a strong illteraction caused by the swirling rotor wakes fi'om the fan imI)acting ut)on the

byt)ass stators. The tone created by this interaction is a flmction of several parameters

including the numt)er of I)lades in each row, the rotational speed of the engine, and the

size, shat)e , and orientation of the wake stru(:ture as it travels downstream.

Through advalmed design techniques, this wake interaction can be minimized to

lower the overall noise signature of the engine. To validate the new designs, ext)erimental

testing is usually required; however, in addition to experimental testing, comtmtational

fluid dynamics (CFD) can also be used to predict the wake interaction. The modeling

accuracy of the wake region can be dei)endent Ul)On the turtmlence mode, l used within the

flow solver code. The results i)resentcd in this report show the impact of the turbulence,

model on the predicted wake character behind a high-t)yt)ass engine fan blade. As

confidence increases in the computational prediction of the rotor wake interaction with the

NASA CR-206599 3



bypass stator, designers will be able to model the acoustic performance of several design

configurations without relying as heavily on experimental testing. This should result in

fa._ter and less expensive design cycles, especially in the preliminary design stages, and

quieter turbofan engines.

Tile research (lescribed in this report facilitates the transition from experimental to

eomputational-base(l fan acoustic design. To achieve this goal, a proven,

three-dilnensional. Navier-Stokes based aerodynamic analysis tool (ADPAC) was

employed to anMyze rotor wakes ti'om a modern low noise fan design. Predictions from

the ADPAC co(h, were l)erformed using I)oth an algebraic and a newly developed

one-equation tm'l)ulen(:e model based on the Spalart-Allnlaras formulation [2].

This report begins with a chapter that includes a brief overview of the

ADPAC t)rediction (:ode and detailed sections on the turbulence models used during this

study. This chal)ter also presents a discussion on tile incorporation of the one-equation

Spalart-Alhnaras model into ADPAC. This is followed by a chapter containing the

validation ('ases use(l to evaluate the ADPAC implementation of the Spalart-Allmara_s

model. The nmneri(:al results compared with the experimental data are presented in the

next chapter fi)llowing brief discussions of tile fan rotor geometry and grid generation.

Conclusions drawn fi'om the calculations are summarized in the final chapter.
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Chapter 3

TURBULENCE MODEL

DESCRIPTIONS

3.1 Introduction

Due to tile conq)lexity of modeling turt)ulent flows, directly calculating tile net

contributions resulting from turbulent velocity fluctuations requires excessive

(:onq)utational resources tbr even the most basic engineering al)l)li(:ation. Therefore,

lnodels simulating the turbulence quantities are needed as closure to the at)l)roximations

made in the reduction of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The

forinulations and algorithms used to obtain the flow solutions included in this report are

outlined within this (:hapter. The flow i)rediction code is briefly I)resented first, fi)llowed

by descril)tions of the turbulence models and their in(:orporation into ADPAC.

3.2 Navier-Stokes Numerical Algorithm

The aerodynamic predictions for the cases des(:ribed in this stu(ty were obtained using the

ADPAC analysis code. The ADPAC code is a general purpose turbomachinery

aerodynaniic design analysis tool which has undergone extensive (tevelopment. testing,

and verification [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Detailed code documentation is also available for the

ADPAC program [8. 9, 10, 11]. A brief description of the theoretical basis for the

ADPAC analysis is given below, and the interested reader is retbrred to the cited referen('es
for additional details.

The ADPAC analysis solves a time-dependent form of the three-dimensional

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using a proven time-marching numeri(:al

formulation. Solutions may be obtained using either a rotating cylindrical coordinate

system for annular flows, or a stationary Cartesian coordinate frame for linear cascades or

other non-cylindrical geometries. The numerical technique employs t)roven numerics based

on a finite-volume, explMt multi-grid Runge-Kutta time-marching solution algorithm

derived from the developmental efforts of .Jameson, Adamczyk, and others [12, 13, 14, 15].

Steady-state flows are obtained as the time-indet)endent limit of the time-marching

I)rocedure. Several steady-state convergence acceleration techniques (local time stepping,
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implicit residual smoothing, and multi-grid) are available to improve the overall

computational efficiency of tile analysis. An attractive feature of tile ADPAC code is the

versatility and generality of mesh systems upon which the analysis may be performed.

Tile ADPAC code permits the use of a multiple-block mesh discretization which provides

extreme flexibility for analyzing complex geometries. Tim block gridding technique

enables the coupling of complex, multiple-region domains with common (non-overlapping)

grid interface boundaries.

3.3 Turbulence Modeling

As a result of computer limitations regarding storage and execution speed, the effects of

turbulence are introduced through an appropriate turbulence model and solutions are

performed on a numerical grid designed to capture the macroscopic (rather than the

microscopic) behavior of the flow.

The ADPAC code employs the Reynolds-averaged form of the Navier-Stokes

equations. Correlation terms of the form pu'v r which result from the Reynolds-averaging

procedure require closure through application of a turbulence model in the numerical

solution procedure. The effects of turbulence are introduced into the nmnerical scheme by

utilizing the Boussinesq approximation [16],

0_

7"t= -pu'v' = #t _-_- (3.1)
uy

where #t is the turbulent eddy viscosity, resulting in an effective calculation viscosity

defined as:

/_g = #_,,_, + #t (3.2)

The sinmlation is therefore performed using an effective viscosity which combines the

effects of the physical (laminar) viscosity and the effects of turbulence through the

turbulence model and the turbulent viscosity #t. Tile turbulent flow thermal conductivity

term is also treated as the combination of the laminar and turbulence quantities as:

keg = kla,, + kt (3.3)

For turbulent flows, the turbulent thermal conductivity kt is determined from a turbulent

Prandtl number Prt such that

Prt- Cp#t (3.4)
kt

The turbulent Prandtl number is normally chosen to have a value of 0.9.

In this study, two different types of turbulence models were used to compute the

eddy viscosity used in the Boussinesq approximation described above. The
Baldwin-Lomax model is an example of an algebraic turbulence model due to the

algebraic nature by which the turbulent viscosity is calculated. Algebraic models are

generally the simplest models available for computational aerodynamic analysis, and are
"tuned" based on correlations with flat plate turbulent boundary layer data.

Unfortunately, the simplicity of the modeling approach limits tile useful application to

flows which consist primarily of well behaved (non-separated) wall bounded shear layers.
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To overcome this limitation, a one-equation turbulence model was a(lded to ADPAC 1)ased

on the, work of Spalart and Allmaras [2, 17, 18]. One-equation nlodels geIlerally overcome

some of the limitations of algebraic models and resolve the l_t field more accurately, but

require substantially greater coding and comt)uter resources to iml)lemeut. Both models

are described in greater detail in the sections which follow.

3.4 Algebraic Baldwin-Lomax Turbulence Model

A relatively standard version of the Baldwin-Lo_llax [19] tur|)ulellce model is implemented

for the algebraic mode, l use(l in the ADPAC analysis. This nlo(lel is (:Oml)utationally

efficient, and has been su(:cessfillly api)lied to a wi(te range of geometries and flow

conditions. The Bal(twin-Lomax model specifies that th(_ t.url)ule_nt viscosity 1)e t)ase(t ()i1

an imler and outer layer of the t)ouIl(tary layer flow region as:

(3.5)
tl't = (t_t )o,,t_r, Y > _/,.,'o._.,o_,,.;

where y is the normal distance to the nearest wall. and y,.,.o._._o,,,.,,is the smallest value of y

at which values fr()iil the imler all(l outer ino(lels are equal. The inner and ollter model
turt)ulent viscosities are (tefille(t as:

0,_),,,_,_ =/,FIll (3.6)

(tl,t)outcr = KC,_ppF,,,,,_.,.F/,/,,t,_I (3.7)

Here, the term l is the Van Driest damping factor

1 = _:y(1 - e(-_/+/-_÷)) (3.8)

w is the vorticity magnitude, all(t Fu,ake is (tefin('(t ;ts:

F,,,,_k,, = _j.,..,,F..,.,, (3.9)

where the quantities ,/llama.r,FT,_ax are deterlnined t'rolll the fun(:tion

F(:,/) = yl_I[1 - ,.( :,/+; t+ ] (3.10)

The term y+ is defined as

(_//)l_l / (3.11)
Y+ = Y \V tl'l'''' / ,,.,,u

The quantity F, na.r is the maximum value of F(y) that oc(:urs across the boundary ¿ay(_r

profile, and y,,_, is the location of Fma_:. The deterniination of Fmax and yT,_x is perhat)s

the most difficult aspect of this model for three-dimensional flows. The profile of F(y) can

have several local maxima, and it is often difficult to establish which values should I)e

used. In this case, F,n,._ is taken as the maximum value of F(y) |)etwe_en a y+ value of 100

and 1200. The function FK_eb is the Klebanoff intermitten(:y factor given by

5 5( C_,_,_,:/FKte_(_./) = [1 + . --)(_] _ (3.12)

and the remainder of the teHns are constants defined as:
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A + = 26 Ccp= 1.6 CKl_,b = 0.3
n = 0.4 K = 0.0168

In practice, the turbulent viscosity is limited such that it never exceeds 1000 times

the laminar viscosity.

In order to properly utilize this turbulence model, a fairly large number of grid cells

must be present in the boundary layer flow region, and perhaps of greater importance, tile

spacing of the first grid cell off of a wall should be small enough to accurately account for

the inner "law of the wall" turbulent boundary layer profile region (y+ _< 5).

Unfortunately, this constraint is often not satisfied due to grid-induced problems related

to mesh shear and excessive exl)ansion ratios or due to the excessive computational costs

of calculating on very fine meshes.

Practical applications of the Baldwin-Lomax model for three-dimensional viscous
flow must be made with the limitations of the model in mind. The Baldwin-Lomax model

was designed for the prediction of wall bounded turl)ulent shear layers, and is not likely to

be well suited for flows with massive separations or large vortical structures. There are,

unfortunately, a number of applications for turbomachinery where this model is likely to
be invalid.

3.5 Baldwin-Lomax Model Modifications

3.5.1 Wake Parameter Modifications

Modifications in the Baldwin-Lomax turt)ulence model's calculation of the Fwake

parameter were tried and evaluated. The change in the parameter evaluation was targeted

towards improving tim turbulence model's prediction accuracy in wake regions of the flow.

To briefly review, the original Baldwin-Lomax formulation of (#t)outer is defined as:

(#t)outer = K Ccp p ['wake FKleb Y (3.13)

In contrast to Equation 3.9, Fu,ake is now completely defined as in [19]:

(3.14)

Here Udi] is the difference between the maximum and minimum velocity in the profile

given by:

Udil = (x/u2 + v2 + w'2)maz - (x/u2 + v2 + w2),ni,, (3.15)

Minor modifications were made to the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model in

ADPAC to evaluate Udil in the circumferential direction (k-dir) along a constant grid

index line. Using this evaluation of the F,,_k_ parameter for wake regions limits the user

to a grid topology of an H-mesh through the blade passage. Runs with the modified

parameter also appeared to have convergence difficulties. Due to these limitations and

difficulties encountered in adapting this Fwak_ modification to an arbitrary geometry often

encountered when using ADPAC, these changes were not included in the final release of

the code, and alternative modifications to the Baldwin-Lomax model were investigated.
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Figure 3.1: Variation of Cop and Ch'leb with Coles wake factor (H).

3.5.2 Modified Coefficients

In an effort to impr(we the Baldwin-Lomax model for turbonmchinery applications,

chmlges were made to the values of two of the model's coetficients to account for the

adverse pressure gradients. The model modifications were treated in a similar manner as

work presented by Turner and Jennions [21]. In their paper, these modification to the

algebraic model produced results for a transonic fan ahnost as good as tlmse obtained

using a two-equation k-e model. Based on a sensitivity analysis by Granville [20], the

option to modify tlm coefticients in the standard Baldwin-Lomax turbulence nmdel was

added to ADPAC. Tim coefficients to be varied are Ccv and Ct,leb: the standard values for

these two c(mfI-iciems are @ = 1.6 and Chteb = 0.3 [19].

The variation of these nmdel coe, gicients with respect to pressure gradient is shown

in Figure 3.1 [20]; tlm values for Ccp are read off the left-hmld y-axis mid range from 1.0 to

1.80, and the values for Ct,db are read off the right-hand y-axis and range fl'om 0.44 to

0.64. The plot shows regions for both favorable and adverse pressure gradients, such that

the vahms of tim eoetticients can be chosen properly for either compressor or turbine

applications.

This modification to ADPAC was accomplished through the addition of two new

input keywords: COP and CKLI:B. The default value, s are set in the code to the stmldard

Baldwin-Lomax values listed abow_, mid are only changed if tim CCP or CKI.EB input

lines are read in from the ADPAC input file. Vahms entered |W tim user for these

coefficients are checked to ensure tlmy are reasonable. The results presented in this report

contain solmions collected with the stmldard Baldwh,-Lomax values (1.6, 0.3) and a

modified set of coefficiem vahms (1.0, 0.64) for C,.p and C1,t_b, resl)ectively.
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3.6 One-Equation Spalart-AIImaras Turbulence Model

Tile turbulence model was modified slightly from its original presentation by Spalart and

Allmaras [2] for incorporation into ADPAC. The equations and constants conlprising the

turbulence model are presented below, including the modifications for ADPAC.

The equation to calculate the eddy viscosity (l_t) is give_ l>y:

Jzt = PPfi,1, where fvl = , and X =- _, (3.16)_ W'vl

u is tile kinematic viscosity, and I) is the working variable in the transport equation

outlined below. The parameter X is a convenient noildimensional term that is used to set

boundary conditions and closely approximates the ratio of turbulent viscosity tzt to

laminar viscosity #. The original Spalart-Alhnaras fin'mulatiou of the i) transport equation

is presented below:

D,)
- i1- +.1Iv {{.+ + {w)

t)r°ducti°n diffusion

-- Cwlfw- -_3t2] + ftl AU'2 (3.17)
• " .d

trip
destruction

where the substantial derivative is defined as:

D_ O(_)
- + V-(t)?) (3.18)

Dt Ot

The auxiliary equations imeded to conq)lete the model include:

X , S= Vxff- S + _ f_,.z, fv2 = l l + Xfvl
(vortMty magnitude) (3.19)

where d is the distance to the nearest viscous wall, and

[1+c6v3 l/6
fu' = g _-- 2_ ' g = r + cw2(r6 - r)'

_g + Cw3 r= Sh:_d:_ (3.20)

Since fw reaches a constant for large values of r, r is upl)er bounded t)y the value of 10.

eta exp (-ct4x 2) (3.21)

The capability of the Spalart-Alhnaras turbulence model to incorporate a trip

function is currently not part of the ADPAC implementation, but is presented below for

completeness. The trip functioz_ ftl is represented by:

w'Zt g_d'2t]) (3.22)ftl = ctlgtexp --ct2--_ [d"2+

gt -- rain (0.1, AU_) (3.23)
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where: dt is the distance to the trip, wt is the wall vorti(:ity at the trip. AU is the

difference between the veh)city at the current point and the tri t) location, and Ax is the

grid spacing ahmg the wall at the trip point.

The original constants for this model are listed below:

c_l = 0.1355 a = 2/3 ct;_ = 0.622 _ = 0.41

cu,_ = _ + _ 0.3 = 2 = 7.1"- a Cw2 _ Cw3 CvI

ctj = 1 ct2 = 2 eta = 1.1 ct4 = 2

In a reprint [17] of the original inodel fornmlation [2], Spalart and Alhnaras

recoimne.nded the folh)wing modifications to two of the constants:

eta = 1.2 cul = 0.5 (3.24)

Additional modifications were also noted to hell) t)revent S fl'om going negative [18]. In

this update of the Inodel, the f,,'e(X) term is redefine(t below where c,,,) is equal to 5:

= (3.25)

3.6.1 Spalart-Allmaras Transport Equation for Implicit Solver

Ill order to match the finite volume at)I)roach (:oded in ADPAC, it is better to l)lace the

original transt)ort equation presente(t by Spalart and Alllnaras in a "conservative" fi)rm

using p_ as tile det)endent variable instead of 1) only. Multit)ly I)oth sides of Equation 3.18

by p and make use of continuity:

Die D(pie) _ Dp D(pie)
P Dt Dt u Dt Dt p(RHS)

For convenience, tile mllneri(:al solution of the St)alart-Alhnaras turtmlence

transl)ort equation is based on the slightly altered (:onservation statement given below:

D(pie)
Dt - pcb_[1--fr2]Sie+ P[ V'((u+ie) vie)+cb2(Vie)2]

(7

-p  7 Jt2]: +pk zxu'e (3.26)

Before t)roceeding, it is useflfl to rearrange the diffusion terms by noting the i(ientity:

v. (,,vie) = (vie) 2 + ie(v2ie) (3.27)

such that the governing transport equation can I)e restated as:

D(pD)

Dr, pCbl [1 -- f,2] Sie + p [2 7. ((u + (1 + Cb2)ie)Vie)- Cb2ieVUie]
(7

_ c_l +pfllAU' e (3.28)
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3.6.2 Derivation of the Spalart-Allmaras Transport Equation for Generalized
Coordinates

The numerical solution is developed in terms of a Cartesian coordinate systein (a similar

procedure applies to develop the equations for a cylindrical coordinate solution). We note

in advance that the solution of the turbulence transport equation is performed uncoupled

from the sohltion of the flow equations. In this sense, then, the fluid properties call l)e

treated as constants in the numerical solution of the turbulence transport equation.

Expressed in a Cartesian reference frame, the governing transport equation can be

expanded in the following form:

O(pn) O(p_,_) O(pv_) o(m,,_)
--+--+--+

Ot Ox Oy i)z

pCbl [1 - ft2]SD

- + (v + (1 + Cb2)V)(7 _x (v+(I+cb2lV)_XX ÷_ (vW(l+cb2lD)Y/ _zz

-c_ _ _ +_ _ +_

-D [Cwlfw -- cbl t 1 2

In order to extract the numerical solution of this equation on an arbitrary grid

system, a generalized coordinate transformation is defined as:

( = _(x, y, z) *] = _/(x, y, z) ( = ((x, y, z) (3.29)

The governing transport equation can be expanded according to the chain rule of

differentiation. For example:

0 o_ o on 0 0( 0
- + --- + --- (3.30)

Ox Ox _)_ Ox O_l Ox 0(

One problem with employing this type of transformation is that the resulting

equation is no longer in conservative form. It can be shown, however, that the conservative

property can be recovered (see e.g. [22]) by dividing the resulting equation by the Jacobian

(J) of the coordinate transformation and adding and subtracting like terms to recover the

conservative property. In addition, for the present at)plication, since the grid system is

non-deforming, OJ/Ot = 0. Finally, to simplify the numerical solution, all cross-derivative
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/'o_) for example) are eliminated from tile finM transformeddiffusion ternls (_ \ a,l] ,

equation. Based on these principles, the following transf()rmed equation can be derived:

0 _ + + + .
at O_ 071 O_

pcbl [1 - fr2] Su+
.1

2_o(_ o,_] o f, o,_ . o (c o,_]

P cwifw- _jt_j _ +_AUJ

where, for COllvenience, the following contravariant velocities are employed:

V_ = u6, + 'v_ + w6

and the diffusion term (_b) is defined as:

4 = u + (1 + cb2)t)

Here, for convenience, the terms _,, (._ refer to the derivative terms °-X etc.

(3.31)

(3.3_)

(3.33)
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3.6.3 Implicit Discretization of the Spalart-Allmaras Transport Equation

A representative, discrete analog to tile transformed equation employing implicit time

discretization can be expressed as:

(n-t-l) Or+l)

+ t)_/ J + 04

oJ
O f. OP\ _, O Of, 4-

L-J- J

Here the superscript (n + 1) indicates the time level of the discrete numerical solution.
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The discrete representations of the individual tin'ms are analyzed setmrately based

on the requirements of tile numerical schenlc. First, the time derivative term is discretized

using a first order accurate imt)li(:it (tiscretizatioll as:

(,,+1) (_) (1,,

k o, j
In this r(,l)r(,s(mtation , At is the discrete time step interval and the subscrit)t (i, j, k)

ret)resellts l h(, indi(:cs of the discrete sohltion in the numerical grid. A finite volume

nUmel'i(:al strategy is emph)yed in this analysis which mimics the immerical tc(:hniques

used in the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in the ADPAC ('ode. In this re,spect,

the term 1/,l is regarded as the (:ell volume, and the dis(:rete representations of the

depend(mr variabh', 0)) are taken to lie at cell ce,nters denoted by the indices i, j, k. These

in(lic(,s c()rr(,sl)ond to the _, _/, ( (:oordinate directions along the structured numerical mesh

('oor(linat(_s. It is also uscflfl to develop the solution in what is referred to as "delta" fonm

wherel)y tim s()lvcr approximates the change in the variable of interest, rather than the

actual valu(, of the variable itself. These interpretations lead to:

Ot J _ \ /kt_ ) /.x_p! )(i,j,k)

wher(_ A(p_) (''+_) = (p_)("+_) - (p_)(").

Tim(qinearization of the ('onve(:tion terms emph)ys a Taylox" series ext)ansion in time
as i'()ll()ws:

(") o
\_Y--/a zx_+... (3.37)

The convection terins emt)loy a spatial Ul)wind nuIneri(:al discretization operator defined

gES:

_?[(p_)(,,j,k)- (,,,>)(,-,,j,k)] _) _>0 (3.3s)
o_ _ v_[(p_,)(,+_,j,k)- (/,,_)(,j,k)] _ < 0

Similar ol)erators apply for convective derivatives in the _/an(t ( directions. Here it has

been assumed that the spatial increments in the transformed coordinate system

A_, A_/, A_ are all equal to one. An upwind difference is used for simplicity, stability, and

to enhance diagonal (tominaimc of the implicit c,oefficient matrix.

In practice, this operator is impleinented in a combine(t form as:

(_'t)

(1(1 + sign{l¢}})(" -'{") , -, n)(pt/ ) (i,j,k ) -- (pt/ ) (i_ l ,j ,k ) / -f-

1(1 sign(V<)) " {') -(/'_)) {{'/.3,k)) )-- . ((PU)o+l,j,k)

where the sign flm(:tion is defilmd as:

sign(Vg) = {

(3.39)

1 t_ > 0 (3.40)
--1 I/_<0
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Implicit representation of tile diffusion terms again utilizes a Taylor series expansion

in time as follows:

Exchanging tile spatial and temporal operators and implementing the discrete

representations of the various derivatives results in the following equation:

(3.42)

The spatial gradient operator in tile diffusion terms are approximated using central

differences in the following manner:

(3.43)

In practice, the diffusion coefficient terms (¢) are limited to non-negative values only for

numerical stability.

3.6.4 Linearization of the Spalart-Allmaras Transport Equation Source Term

The success of tile implicit solution of the Spalart-Alhnaras transport equation turbulence

model is based heavily on the manner with which source (turbulence production and

destruction) terms are linearized. Four linearization strategies are discussed in the original

paper describing the Spalart-Allmaras model [2]. The method employed here corresponds

roughly to method four in that reference. The strategy is to try to linearize, as comt)letely

as possible, the production and destruction source terms with respect to the dependent

variable 5. The complex, highly nonlinear nature of these terms makes this a difficult

task. It is also desirable from a numerical standpoint to only linearize those terms which

contribute positive elements to tile implicit coefficient matrix (increasing diagonal

dominance). This is desirable to aid in the accuracy and stability of the numerical scheme.

If we describe the turbulence production term as Prod and the turbulence

destruction term as Dest, then we seek to describe a linearization for the combination

Prod - Dest whereby the derivative (Prod- Dest)' is negative (and therefore contributes

to diagonal dominance of the coefficient matrix. In this discussion, the production and

diffusion terms are represented by:

" cwtf_,- -_-_jt2] - (3.44)Prod = pcbt [1 -- ft2]S_ Dest = -_j
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Following the technique described by St)alart and Allmaras, the In'Oduction term is

written in terms of P, a function of pP, as:

3n(t therefore:

Prod = P. (pP) (3.45)

Prod' = P + P' . (pb) (3.46)

Here the sut)erscrit)t ()' in(li(:ates difl'er(mtiation with rest)cot to (pt)). In this case, we can
see immediately that:

(:b I .

P = 77-[1 - ft2]S (3.47)

and also that:

1 ( - , 1 _g,,
P'= _ "b,S(-ft2)+ t_,/Cbl [1 --ft2] (3.48)

One can then construct the additional derivative terms one (dement at a time to (:omplete

the linearization. A summary of each of tim derivative terms is given |)eh)w:

1) )-4
_ 3

(fv'z)'-- 1 + --
lJC_,2 17(;_ 2

(S)' - _¢_d2 (.f,,.)+ v(.f,,,2) )

(ft2 )' -- -- 2(:t1x.ft'2
1./

--cb|S(ft2)' Cbl [1 -- ft2](S)'(P)'-

(,.)'= ;

(.q)' = (r)'(1 + ('_,2(6r 5 - 1))

ga--- 6

(D)' -
Dest

(p_ ),2 p(_,l [(:,,,l(fw)'-- _(ft2)']
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Tile source term linearization terms call t)e represented by the combination

(P_ - D_). In practice, the numerical solver only implements this linearization for those

points where the confl)ination contributes to tile diagonal dominance of the coefficient
matrix. That is. the exact linearization is modified to POS(P _ - D r) where the POS

ol)erator in(li(:ates that the term contrit)utes to diagonal dominance in the coefficient

matrix.

After applying the discrete representations of the governing equation, and collecting

terms, the following iml)licit equation for the deI)endent variable A(ps)) can be developed:

[I + i-_o/(3l(i+l) +/_l(i-t) + M(j+l) + M(j-1) + M(k+l) + M(k-1))](ApD) = ,[RHS(i,j,k)]
(3.49)

The term RHS(i,j._.I represents the collection of all terms which can be computed from

known data at tim(' lewd (n). Here, M(i+i) represents matrix elements corresponding to

(ApD)(i+l,j,k), /_'](j+l) represents matrix elements corresponding to (Ap[/)(i,j+l,k), etc. The
left hand side implicit matrix operator consists of a complex, irregular coefficient matrix

which is difficult to solve directly. Instead, this complex matrix is approximately factored

as follows:

At
[I + _o/(M(i+I) + M(i-1))]

At M
[I + _--_( (i+l) + M(i_l))]

At
[I + _o/(_f(i+1) + M(i_I))](ApF/) =

_--_l [RH S( i,j,k )] (3.50/

At
Now each of the factored matrix components ([I + _ (M(i+ 11+ M(i-1))] for example)

have a tridiagonal matrix structure representing the discrete solution along one of the

three coordinate directions. Tim complete system can then be solved through sequential

reduction of the individual tridiagonal matrices. That is,

At M- At
(ApD)** = [I + _o-_((_+1) + M(i-l))]-tl-_ol[RHS(i,j,k)]

At M
(Ap/5)* = [1 + _o/((j+l) + M(j-1))]-I(AP_]) **

At
(Api,) = [I + -_ol(M(k+l) + M(k_l))]-l(ApS) *

= + (Ap ) (3.511

In this application, the coefficient terms resulting from the linearization of the

source terms in the governing equation are included in the first matrix reduction step

described above. Spalart and Alhnaras describe methods by which errors associated with

the approximate factorization can be reduced or eliminated through iteration. For the

applications tested here, these modifications were not deemed necessary.
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3.7 Wall Distance Determination

Since. this turbulence model, as do many, requires the distance to the nearest viscous wall

to t)e known, a searching routine was develol)ed to (:alculate this mininmm distance for all

computational (:ells in the mesh. Du(; to the flexil)ility of the lnulti-I)lo(:k cal)at)ility and

t)aralMization of ADPAC, this task was not as straight forward as might first at)t)ear. The

ADPAC 1)oundary conditions are interrogated to fin(t all viscous surface definitions

(SSVI). The x, :q, and z h)cations of the face center of each face cOral)rising the viscous

surface are stored in a h)ng 1-D array. For multiple l)roeessor al)t)lications, information

needs to be sent across the network to a single t)rocessor to (:Oral)lie the array and the

complete list t)road(:ast I)ack to all the processors. The distance from the (:ell (:enter of

each of the voluines making u t) each mesh t)lock are then calculated with tim minimmn

distance stored as d.

Dest)ite the length of time needed to calculate the distance field, this calculation

only nee(Is to t)e t)erformed ()ii(:( _,and the resulting values will be included in the

turbulence model restart file. eliminating the need to (_xe(:ut(_ the distan(:e fin(ling routine

on the restart of a simulation. In fact it may be advisabh_ t() initially rmi ADPAC with

zero iterations to (:alculate the near-wall distance tiel(l. These results can t)e checked in

the PLOT3D output file (case.p3dleq) after which the s()lntion can be restarted.

3.8 ADPAC Turbulence Model Routine Modifications

The sl)ecification of inlet t)(mndary conditions and initial ('olMitions for the turbulence

model transi)ort variable (_) is handled I)y specifying a value of the non-dimensional

variat)le X (/,/u). By st)ecifying X, the user does n()l n('('(t t.(_ at:comlt fi)r variations in

caused by changes in PREF, TREF, DIAM, or any ()th(u" r('ti'ren(:e quantity used for

non-dimensionalization. It was found in the cases t(,st(_(l, that a small initial value of X

does not provide a strong enough trigger for tim t)r()ducti(m term and causes the solution

to eOllverge to the trivial solution (_ = 0.0), resulting in a laminar flow field. Through

numerical ext)erimentation, most of the test cases l)r(_s(_nt(,(l in the following chal)ter were

run using an initial value of X equal to 20 with inlet values I)eing specified at Xi_ = 1. At

this point, no direct relationshi 1) between Xi_ and the t)(w(:('ntage turt)ulence level (Tu) has
t)eeil derived.

An illustration of the implicit solution se(lu(ql('(, tiw t.h(, Spalart-Alhnaras turbulence

model transl)ort equation in the ADPAC flow solver ar(, given in Figure 3.2. With the

imt)li(:it flow solver, the flow and turbulence tralist)ort e(tuatiolls are completely ml(:Oul)le(l

and the individual solutions o(:cur sequentially during a given iteration.

NASA CR-206599 19
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of numerical solution sequence of Spalart-Atlmaras turbulence
model in the ADPAC flow solver.
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Chapter 4

VALIDATION OF THE

SPALART-ALLMARAS MODEL

4.1 Introduction

As the one-equation turbulence model was being incorporated into the ADPAC routines,

test cases were rull to ellsure the model was accurately coded. Results t)resented within

this section include the following validation eases: a subsonic flat plate, a sul)sonic

symmetric airfoil, a transonic I)umt), and a transoni(" turt)ine cascade. Comt)arisons are

made between the results ot)tained using the alget)raic Baldwin-Lomax model and the

one-equation Spalart-Alhnaras model. The subsonic symmetric airfi)il (:ase was also solved

using a separate l)rediction code with the Spalart-Alhnaras model and those results are

(:Oml)ared with the results from ADPAC.

The sensitivity of the turbulence field predicted by the Sl)alart-Alhnaras model to

the near-wall spacing used in the COmlmtational mesh was also addressed. A 2-D fiat plate

and a 3-D stator midspan passage were analyzed using several variations of near-wall

st)acing. The results from the near-wall spacing study generated gui(lelines for future mesh

generation when the Spalart-Alhnaras model is to 1)e emph)yed.

4.2 Flat Plate

The most fundamental test ease used in develot)ing and testing turl)ulenee models is the

simple fiat plate. A 9-foot fiat plate was solved using ADPAC for a Math 0.2 freestream

flow using i)oth the Bahlwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence ,nodel and the Sl)alart-Alhnaras

one-equation turbulence model. A comtmtational mesh was generated with 77 t)oints

along the t)late and 49 t)oints normal to the t)late. The mesh expansion ratios were less

than 1.23 in t)oth directions and the near-wall spacing of the first cell along the viscous

wall resulted in y+ values less than 1 for the majority of the plate (x > 0.0042 It,). For

t)oints extremely close to the leading edge, the y+ values were all below to 2.5. Figure 4.1

shows the normalized t)oundary layer profiles of velocity (U/Uoc), shear stress (T/Tw), and

kinemati(: eddy viscosity (ut/O.O25U_cS*) from the ADPAC solutions at a h)(:ation along the

plate where the Reynohts tluInl)er t)ased on nlolnentunl thickness (Rco) was apt)roximately

NASA CR-206599 21
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Figure 4.1: Normalized flat plate boundary layer profiles of velocity (U/Uoo), shear stress

(T/'7-w), and kinematic eddy viscosity (vt/0.025Uoc6*) at _0 _ 104 as calculated by AD-

PAC using both the Baldwin-Lomax and Spalart-AIImaras turbulence models.

10,000. The filled symbols represent results using the Bahtwin-Lomax Inodel and the open

symbols with the thicker lines are results using the Spalart-Allmaras model. For the

one-equation results, this figure mirrors a plot presented in t.h(, original St)alart-Alhnaras

paper [2]. The difference between the Baldwin-Lomax results an(l Sl)alart-Alhnaras results

are most prominent in the outer portion of the boundary layer. Both models closely

predict the eddy viscosity distribution in the near wall region (!//_* < 1); however, in the

outer portion of the boundary layer, the Baldwin-Lomax mo(M cn(:ounters a discontimfity

due to switching from the inner-layer equation to the outer-layer equation [23], while the

Spalart-Allmaras model results predict a more continuous distribution of eddy viscosity.

Axial distributions of boundary layer thi(:kness, wall shear stress, and friction

coefficient are presented in Figure 4.2. Comparisons can i)e made between the two

ADPAC turbulence models, analytical expressions [24, 23] and (,xperimental data [25].

Since both the Baldwin-Lomax and the Spalart-Alhnaras m()(M were calibrated to predict

the fiat plate boundary layer during their development, no significant differences should be

noticed between the two numerical solutions which apt)ears t() I)e the case. The minor

discrepancy between the numerical t)redictions of boundary layer thickness (5) and the

analytical expression can t)e attributed to the singularity cell at the inlet boundary and
viscous wall intersection.

The fiat plate test case was also used to validate the multi-grid acceleration of the

turbulence model equation. Solving the turbulence equation using the explicit algorithm

without multi-grid, the solution appears to reach convergence at approximately 15,000

iterations where the residual values level off. When multi-grid is employed including a

"full" multi-grid start-up procedure, convergence is reached in approximately 4000
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Figure 4.2: Axial distributions along a flat plate of boundary layer thickness (_), wall shear

stress (T.,alt), and friction coefficient (Cj-), compared with experimental data [25] and analytical

expressions [24, 23].
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Figure 4.3: Convergence histories of the flow equation residuals and turbulence model equation

residuals for the flat plate case usin£ three levels of multi-grid and employing a full multi-grid

startup.

iterations as shown in Figure 4.3. The corresponding axial distributions were plotted for

tile multi-grid solution and exactly matched the non-multi-grid solution. It is interesting

to note the characteristic of tile turbulence model equation convergence; after initially

decreasing slightly, the turbulence model error actually increases while the flow gradients

are being established, and then decreases until it levels off at a converged state. This

ramp up and down in the convergence history has been seen in other codes running with

the Spalart-Allmaras model. The spikes in the convergence histories occurring at 500 and

1000 iterations are related to the full multi-grid startup procedure when the solution data

are interpolated to the next finer mesh level.

4.2.1 3-D Extension of the Flat Plate

In order to ensure consistency between the 2-D routines and 3-D routines, the 2-D fiat

plate mesh used above was extended into the third dimension as shown in Figure 4.4.

Three different flat plate meshes were tested; the physical location (x, y, z) of the mesh

points remained the same, however the grid indices (i, j, k) were rotated through such that

in each case the outward normal of the viscous plate was a different grid index. This was
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Constant i-wall Constant j-wall Constant k-wall

Figure 4.4: Three-dimensional mesh system made up of stacked 2-D slices. The grid indices

(i,j,k) were rotated through to test each grid index as a solid wall.

done to make sure the routines were coded exactly the sanle in each coordinate direction.

These flat plate cases were run with and without imllti-grid acceleration resulting in

six runs. The results from these runs are shown in Figure 4.5 along with the 2-D results.

All the results collapse onto a single line running through the 2-D results represented by

the syinbols. This indicates that the Spalart-Allmaras turbulelwe inodel appears to be

coded similarly in each of the coordinate directions.

4.3 NLR Symmetric Airfoil

Through searching the literature, a symmetric flat-plate airfoil tested at the National

Aerospace Laboratory (NLR, The Netherlands) [26] was found to be a very suitable tent,

case. The NLR test case was one of the four test cases used by Goldberg in his paper

describing the, implementation of the k-/_ turbulence model [27]. The NLR. test ease

provides a simple 2-D flat-plate airfoil geometry with extensive measurements of both

mean and fluctuating quantities in the 2-D wake shed from the airfoil. Goldberg states

that this case in "particularly illuminating since the (turlmlence) model is expected to

detect automatically the switch from wall-bounded to wake flow and build the eddy

viscosity field accordingly."

Figure 4.6 shows the flat-plate airfoil geometry and the location of the

computatioiml fi'eestream boundary. The data stations where wake data was lneasured in

the experiment are also shown aim correspond to where the numerical data were extracted
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Figure 4.5: Axial distributions along a flat plate of boundary layer thickness (6), wall shear
stress (rwatt), and friction coefficient (Of), comparing the 2-D and 3-D formulations (with and

without multi-grid) of the Spalart-Allmaras model.
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Figure 4.6: Geometry description of the NLR flat-plate airfoil model with the location of
downstream experimental data stations and computational boundaries.

for (:Oml)arisons. The leading edge of tile airfoil is defined by the following equation of a
half-ellipse:

y=122.5625- (x-19)2-4 , :r _< 19 null

and is connected with straight lines to tile trailing edge where the radius is 1.1 toni. Tile

leading and trailing edge regions of the airfoil are shown in Figure 4.6.

A C-type mesh topology was selected to grid around the airfoil as shown in the top

of Figure 4.7. Extremely tight mesh spacing was used near the airfoil surface (0.01 nml) in

order to ensure multiple points inside the viscous sublayer. An additional mesh block was

added in the centerline wake region in order to increase tile mesh resolution and decrease

the grid shear; this block can be seen imar tile trailing edge in the bottom of Figure 4.7.

The total number of mesh points used in both blocks was 29,906 with cell expansion ratios
of less than 1.45 in the axial direction and less than 1.15 in the normal direction. Values

of y+ were calculated throughout the entire flow field from the ADPAC solution. These

values are plotted versus mesh index in Figure 4.8 for a typical mesh line radiating away

from the airfoil at approximately 0.38 x/c. The near-wall value of y+ is less than 1.0 and

there are fiw' points within the viscous sublayer (y+ < 5).

Prior to the implemeiltation of the Spalart-Alhnaras turtmlence model into ADPAC,

this test case was solved using the OVERFLOW code which already had the

Spalart-Alhnaras ulodel available. The OVERFLOW code, an out-growth of the

F3D/Chimera code developed by Steger at NASA Ames Research Center. is a
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Navier-Stokes code which utilizes overlapped grids [28]. When the OVERFLOW code was

used with the Spalart-Alhnaras model, the results improved dramatically over the

ADPAC results using the Baldwin-Lomax model in tile ability to predict tile wake shape.

This was a sigllificaHt motivating i_ctor to incorporate the Spalart-Allmaras model into

ADPAC to lint)rove wake prediction.

The NLR rel)ort contained detailed measurements of axial velocity taken across the

2-D wake regi(m downstream of the airfoil at the 13 stations shown in Figure 4.6 and

listed in Figure 4.9: these stations ranged in x/c vahms from 1.016 to 5.644. Figure 4.9

coral)ares the ADPAC -l)redicted velocity profiles with the NLR experimental data. The

experimental data taken on the lower side of the airfoil (y < 0) was reflected generating

tile donbling of experimental data points at each y/c location. The convergence of the

ADPAC numerical solution was determined when these velocity profiles remained the same

through ad(titional iterations. Due to the extremely tight mesh spacing used and the low

(:onw;ction sl)eed of the wake, the number of iterations needed to propagate the wake

decay profile (townstreanl was approximately 50,000 using ADPAC with nmlti-grid.

Attention shoul(t be drawn to the differences between the ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax

results (thin solid line), the OVERFLOW Spalart-Alhnaras results (thick dot-dash line),

and the ADPAC Spalart-Alhnaras results (thick solid line). The ADPAC velocity profiles

obtained using the Baldwin-Lomax model match fairly well the experimental data from

0.01 y/c upwards. However near tile centerline of tile wake (y/c < 0.01), the wake deficit

does not mix out: this is typical of tile Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model designed for

wall-bounded flows and not free shear flows. With the addition of the Spalart-Allmaras

turtmlence model, the ADPAC predicted results dramatically shift to match the data

extremely well at every downstream axial location. In a comparison between the two

solutions using the Spalart-Alhnaras model, the ADPAC results appear to predict the

wake shape slightly better than the OVERFLOW predictions. This and other subtle

differences I)etween the two flow prediction codes may be due to differences in their

respective internal numerics and/or boundary condition treatments.

Figure 4.10 shows a comparison of tile centerline axial velocity (wake deficit)

downstream of the airfoil for all the collected solutions. Solutions using a simple

mixing-length turbulence model in ADPAC and the one-equation Baldwin-Barth

turl)ulenee model [29] in OVERFLOW are also included for comparison. Both the

Baldwin-Lomax and mixing-length models in ADPAC significantly under-predict the

centerline veh>city, while ttle Baldwin-Barth model in OVERFLOW does a slightly better

job of predicting tile wake decay but still falls short. The two solutions using the

Spalart-Alhnaras turbulence model do the best jobs of predicting the decay in wake deficit.

In addition to the mean flow velocities, the shear stresses resulting from the

fluctuating velocity component were also compared. The shear stress was evaluated from

the converged ADPAC flow and eddy viscosity fields using the following relation:

_++=,,, (0,, 0',,_
P + (4.1)

Figure 4.11 presents tile nornmlized Reynolds stress profiles at the same

downstream measuring stations shown previously. The Baldwin-Lornax model predicts the

stress levels slightly better than the Spalart-Alhnaras model immediately behind the airfoil
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trailing edge. However, the advantage clearly shifts to the one-equation model shortly

thereafter. Tile improved representation of the outer portion of tile boundary layer eddy

viscosity distribution afforded by the Spalart-Allmaras model (as shown in Figure 4.1 for

the flat plate case, 1.0 __ y/5* <__5.0) appears to carry on downstream, resulting in an

improved representation of the wake. The ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax results are similar to

those presented by Goldberg [27] for the NLR airfoil, and the ADPAC Spalart-Alhnaras

results closely follow his k-7¢ results. From these results, it is evident that the use of the

Spalart-Alhnaras model results in an improved capability for predicting tile wake

structure when compared to the Bahtwin-Lomax model.

4.4 Transonic Bump

The third test case presented is transonic flow over an axisymmetric bump [30]. High

subsonic flow (Mach 0.875) accelerates over a bump on a circular cylinder creating a shock
wave with a recirculation zone behind the shock. Figure 4.12 compares the predicted

Mach number contours between the Baldwin-Lomax and Spalart-Alhnaras models. The

Baldwin-Lomax model predicts a slightly stronger shock located farther aft on the bump

when compared to the Spalart-Allmaras model results, primarily due to differences in the

recirculating region downstream of the shock.

Tile static pressure distrilmtions for this case are shown in Figure 4.13. As seen in

the contour plots, the ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax results appear to place the shock farther

downstream when compared to the experimental data and the results miss the size of the

recirculation region. The ADPAC Spalart-Alhnaras results show an improvement in the

prediction of the pressure distribution: not only is the shock location moved upstream

closer to tile experimental location, but the recirculation region is well defined and

matches very closely with the experimental data. The small bump in the middle of the

recirculation region occurs at the trailing edge of the bump (x/c = 1.0) and is related to

tile sharp corner in the nmsh.

4.5 Mark II Turbine Vane

The Mark II turbine vane cascade [31] was selected to deternfine tile effect of freestream

turbulence specification on heat transfer. Although the level of freestream turbulence is

determined by the inlet specification of X, no direct relationship between Xin and tile

percentage turbulence le.vel (Tu) has been derived. The ADPAC Spalart-Alhnaras

solutions were collected on a coarse nmsh (193x33) using five different values of inlet

turbulence over a large rauge (Xi,, = 1, 10, 20, 100, 500). Previous ADPAC results using

the Baldwin-Lomax model are also included from both the coarse and fine (385x49)

meshes [7].

To better visualize the flow field and the turbulence field, contour plots of Mach

number and turbulence level X are shown in Figure 4.14 with an inlet X value of 1. The

flow around the turbine vane has a small supersonic region on the suction side of the

airfoil. The resulting shock triggers the turbulent boundary layer as can be seen in the

increase in X intensity immediately behind tile shock location. The level of turbulence
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f

Baldwin-Lomax
Model Results

l Spalart-AIImaras

Model Results

Figure 4.]2: Contours of Mach number around the transonic bump test case as predicted by

ADPAC using the Baldwin-Lomax model (top) and the Spalart-Allmaras model (bottom).
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peaks at a value (fix near 250 in the center of the wake which can be seen exitiug the

lowe, r portion of the computational domain and re-entering it, above.

Distributions of airfoil static pressure and heat transfer coefficient are shown in

Figure 4.15. The level of inlet X ha_s negligible effe(:ts on the t)ressure distrilmtion:

however, the fl'eestream turbulence has a greater effect on the level of heat transfer

coefficient. While all of the Si)alart-Alhnaras results are reasonat)le and lie (:h)se to the

experimental data, as the inlet value of X is increased the heat transfer (:oefficient is also

increase, d as would I)e ext)ected.

4.6 Near-Wall Spacing Sensitivity Study

Two simple geometries were used to (tetermiim tile sensitivity to near-wall spacing for each

of the turt)ulenee models (Baldwin-Lomax and St)alart-Allnmras). The 2-D geometry

selected was a simt)le fiat plate, and the 3-D geometry was a midspan slice of a comt)ressor

stator. The detailed results fronl each of these test cases will I)e l)resented I)elow in their

rest)ective se, ctions.

4.6.1 Flat Plate

The, fiat t)late grid used previously during the St/alart-Alhnaras model incorI)oration and

validation staKeS was eonside, red the baseline near-wall spacing (1x). Using the same

mlml)er of grid points, the near-wall Sl)acing was changed ereatillg a series of fiat t)late

nleshes with increasing near-wall distance. Table 4.1 lists the series of meshes used and

the eonesponding physical distance to the first grid t)oint away froln the vis(:ous wall. The

axial distritmti(m of grid points along the plate remained un(:hanged throughout the

generation of this mesh series.

ADPAC solutions were collected on each of the meshes using 1)oth the algebraic

Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model and the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turtmlenee

model. As part of the post-proce, ssing of these several cases, distributions of y+ values

were evaluated from the converged flow and viscosity fields. Table 4.1 also contains

information of the grid density near the wall ill terms of y+ values. The numl)er of mesh

(:ells with y+ values less than 5 and l(), respe(:tively, taken at a h)(:ation along the plate

where, the Reynolds number based on momentuln thi(:kness was approxiinately 10,000 are,

listed in the tal)le. The value of the y+ is also listed for the first ('ell (:enter off the wall.

At the same axial location (Rco ,_, 101), axial veh)city profiles are compared in

Figure 4.16 for differe, nt near-wall si)aeings and turbulence mo(te, ls. For I)oth the

Bahtwin-Lomax and Spalart-Allmaras turbulence lnodels, tile flow solution at)t)ears to t)e

near-wall si)aeing independent for meshes tighter than the 10x st)acing. For mesh spacings

grcate, r than 5x the velocity distribution ('urves t)egin to deviate ['ronl the coales(:en('e of

results from the more tightly (:lustered meshes. When conq)ared to the y+ values listed ill

Tat)le 4.1, this suggests that at least one grid (:ell should I)e (:elltei'ed within the linear

sublayer of the boundary layer (y+ _< 3).

Figure 4.17 compares the distributions of friction coefficient (C f) fi)r each of tile fiat

i)late cases analyzed. Again, as was seen in the velo(:ity distributions, meshes with
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Figure 4.15: Comparison between experimental and predicted surface static pressure and heat
transfer coefficients around the Mark II turbine transonic vane.
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Spacing Physical # Points # Points First y+
Name Spacing y+ < 5 y+ < 10 Value

(ft) (Reo = 104) (Re0 = 104) (Reo= 104)

0.2x 0.000004 8 11 0.11

lx 0.00002 3 6 0.54

2x 0.00004 2 4 1.08

5x 0.0001 _ 2 2.58

10x 0.0002 1 1 4.66

20x 0.0004 0 1 7,79

50x 0.001 0 0 14.20

lOOx 0.002 0 0 21.43

Table 4.1: Values of near-wall spacing for the flat plate series along with #+ densities and

near-wall y + values evaluated at [tee _ 104.
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4.0

2.0

0.0

Baldwin-Lomax

I I i I _ I

Spalart-AIImaras
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of axial velocity distributions evaluated where _FLee,_ 104 for dif[erent

near-wall spacings and turbulence models.
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Spacing Physical Average y+Range
Name Spacing y+Value (rain- max)

(1 / 1000 in) (First Cell) (First Cell)

O.05x 0.0065 0.26 0.02 - 0.70

0.2x 0.026 0.97 0.09 - 2.45

lx 0.13 4.11 0.40 - 9.01

2x 0.26 6.80 0.48 - 13.67

Table 4.2: Values of near-wall spacing for the stator midspan series along with average near-wall

y+ values and y+ ranges evaluated along both surfaces of the stator.

spacings larger than 5x appear to deviate significantly from the mesh-independent

solutions. In a comparison between the two turbulence mo(lels, the St)alart-Allmaras

model results asymptote, to a level closer to the experilnental data [25] than (h) the

Baldwin-Loumx model results for the mesh-independent solutions. This can 1)e traced

back to (lifferen(:es in t)redieted near-wall normal velocity gradient (?)u/Oy). The

discrel)an(:y t)etween the ADPAC solutions and experimental data for the first 2 h_et of the

plate may t)e related to the treatment of the leading edge,.

4.6.2 Stator Midspan Passage

In order to test tile near-wall spacing effects on a 3-D problem and to evaluate its effects

on the wake prediction, a narrow, annular passage was modeled from the nfi(lsI)an of a

rear-stage comt)ressor stator t)lade as shown in Figure 4.18. The stator geometry was

extracted from the Allison AST Candidate 10-stage axial (:omt)ressor (tesign that had been

used in a previous stator seal cavity leakage stu(ty [32]. The upper and lower mesh

boundaries were held at constant radius and modeled as inviscid solid walls. Using the

guidelines estat)lishe(1 fl'om tile fiat plate with resl)ect to near-wall y+ values, a series of

four 3-D meshes were create(t with the t)hysi(:al near-wall st)acings (in 0.001 inches) listed

in Tat)le 4.2. For referen(:e, the chord of the stator is al)proximately 0.62 inches. The table

also lists the average and range of y+ value for the first cell ah)ng the entire stator

midsl)an surface. It should t)e noted that the lx spacing listed for the stator midspan case

(0.00013") is different than the lx st)acing used for the fiat plate cases. (The lx notation

merely refers to a baseline (:lustering value that might 1)e used det)en(ling upon tile

geometry al)plication. )

For each mesh generated, ADPAC solutions were collected using I)oth the

Baldwin-Lomax and Spalart-Allmaras turbulence models. The size of the H-grids used

were 161 l)oints axially (65 along the blade surface) and either 65 or 121 t)oints

circumferentially (blade-to-blade). The two imml)ers of (:ireumferential points (65 or 121)

were, used to determine the effect of mesh density in the wake region without effecting the

near-wall spa(:ing; that is, t)oth the 0.2x meshes have the, same near-wall Sl)acing

regardless if the mesh has 65 or 121 points circumferentially. The numt)er of radial l)oints

was 9 for the 65-point meshes and 5 for the 121-point meshes, whi(:h wa_ not critical as

there were no significant gradients in the radial direction.

As one of the primary goals of this research is to determine the effect of turbulence
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Figure 4.17: Distribution of friction coefficient (Of x 100) for different near-wall spacings and

turbulence models.
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models on tile wake prediction capability of ADPAC, all the results comparing near-wall

spacing differences will be focused ill the wake region. Figure 4.19 shows contours of axial

velocity through the stator midspan section. Both solutions shown ill the figures were

collected using tile tightest mesh spacing (0.05x) with 121 points ill the circumferential

direction. Ill tile inter-blade region, the contour levels appear to be similar between tile

two solutions; however, in the wake region, some significant differences call be seen. The

Spalart-Allmaras solution shows a larger velocity deficit immediately behind the stator

blade which continually decreases as the wake propagates downstream. Whereas, the

Baldwin-Lomax solution shows a wake pattern that decays only until approximately 0.25

chords downstream of the trailing edge and then remains constant, merely convecting

downstream as reflected in the parallel contour lines exiting the mesh domain.

Comparisons can also be made between the pitchwise velocity distributions at

various stations downstream of the stator blade. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show these

distributions for the various near-wall spacings analyzed for the 65-point mesh series and

121-point inesh series, respectively. Axial velocity distribution cross-sections were taken at

10%, 25%, 50%, and 75%-chord downstream of the stator trailing edge. The 2x mesh

spacing was not analyzed in the 121-point series due to its similarity to the lx case in the

65-point series. The discussion of tile near-wall spacing results will be limited to the

121-point mesh series due to the similarity of the trends with the 65-point series. This

discussion is followed by a comparison between the 65-point and 121-point mesh solutions

collected using the finest near-wall spacing.

As was noted in the contour plots above, probably the most striking difference

between the two turbulence models is the difference in the level of the velocity deficit

immediately behind the stator blade. At x/c = 1.10 in (top plot in Figure 4.21), tile

velocity deficit predicted with the Spalart-Alhnaras model is approximately 40% larger

than the deficit predicted using the Baldwin-Lomax model on the finest near-wall spacing

(0.05x). The Spalart-Allmaras wake prediction of the velocity deficit decays further

downstream, while the wake shape predicted by the Baldwin-Lomax model essentially has

the same shape from x/c = 1.25 on downstream. At x/c = 1.75, the Spalart-Alhnaras

wake shape has decayed approximately to the same size _s the qua_si-constant downstream

wake shape predicted using Baldwin-Lomax model.

With respect to near-wall spacing, as the spacing is decreased two primary effects

can be seen on the wake shape regardless of turbulence model used: the width of the wake

increases and the exit flow angle of the stator cascade as altered slightly (reflected in the

shift of wake centerlines). These two effects may be directly related to the predicted size

of the suction-side boundary layer which is tied to near-wall spacing. As the boundary

layer is resolved better with decreasing near-wall spacing, the suction-side b(mndary layer

spreads out while the pressure-side boundary layer remains constant in size. This is shown

in the wake velocity plots ms the predicted results of pressure-side of the wake (left-hand

side of the wake deficit bucket) pretty nmch lie on top of one another at the x/c = 1.10

location, while the suction-side of the wake predictions (right-hand side of the wake deficit

bucket) expand in circunfferential size. This growth in suction-side boundary layer size as

the near-wall resolution is increased also shifts the exit velocity "upwards" with respect to

the contour plots presented earlier in Figure 4.19; that is, a thicker suction-side boundary

layer results in less turning by the vane. Changes in the exit velocity flow angle account

for the shift in wake centerline location, which is then amplified further as the wake
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of axial velocity [ft/s] contours for the midspan stator case on the

0.05x-spacing mesh using the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model and Spalart-AIImaras turbulence
model.
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travels downstream.

Figure 4.22 compares wake shapes from the 65-point series and the 121-point series

oil the tightest near-wall spacing mesh (0.05x). No significant differences are initially

obvious. At the ch)sest data station to the stator blade (x/c = 1.10), the Spalart-Allmaras

predicted wakr deficit is slightly deeper usillg 121 points; however, this is due to better

resolution in the limited region when the wake is very narrow. Downstream this difference

is unnoticeabh_ fl'om :z:/_: = 1.25 onward. In the Baldwin-Lomax solutions when more

points are used cir(:unfferentially (121), it appears the wake decays even less, as seen at

x/c = 1.75 for exanq)le, before reaching its quasi-constant shape which convects

unchanged (l()wnstream.

The wake shal)e can be described by two parameters: the wake width at half-height

normalized by blade pitch (5/P) and the velocity deficit magnitude normalized by the

maximmn velo(:ity (i:;l,/Vm_x). Figures 4.23 and 4.24 shows curves of these parameters

taken from the 121-point nmsh series for the Baldwin-Lomax and Spalart-Allmaras

turbulence anode.Is, respectively. From these figures, the two finest meshes (0.2x and

0.05x) apt)ear t() al)l)roxinlate the same solution for the wake deficit parameter. With

respect to the wake width, the rate of decay appears to be the santo for all mesh spacing

shown; howevrr, the initial predicted wake width at the trailing edge (x/c = 1.00)

increased in sizr with decrcasin.q near-wall spacing. Granted that the solution may still be

changing slightly when the near-wall spacing is decreased beyond the 0.2x level, the slight

gains made in the predicted solution may not offset the need for more mesh points near

the airfoil resulting in longer solution run times.

Several of the differences between the wake predictions of the two turbulence models

mentioned previously can be smmnarized quantitatively in Figure 4.25. Figure 4.25 shows

a (:omparison of the wake shape parameters l)etween the two different turbulence models

taken fron_ ADPAC solutions solved on the finest mesh (0.05x). The bold lines in the

figure represent results from the 121-point mesh series and the thimmr lines are results

from the 65-t)oint series. The most significant difference between the two turbulence

model predictions is tile decay rate of the velocity deficit. Tile Baldwin-Lomax predicted

wake deficit decays very quickly and reaches a plateau of approximately 0.30 at a location

of x/c = 1.35. As noted above, this deficit level remains constant and the wake will

continue to propagate downstream without significantly decaying any further. In contrast,

the Spalart-Alhnaras model predicted wake deficit decreases at a slower rate and appears

to continue to decay as the wake exits the nmsh domain. This trend is also apparent in

the top plot of wake width; the Baldwin-Lomax prediction has reached a level value of

wake width, while the Spalart-Alhnaras model is still allowing for the wake to mix out and

widen.

The differences shown in Figure 4.25 due to the number of circumferential points

(65 or 121) appear to have a greater impact on the Baldwin-Lomax model than on the

St)alart-Alhnaras model, primarily related to wake width prediction. From these results, it

can be justified that when using the onmequation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model 65

points should be adequate mesh resolution to describe the wake decay without adding

considerably to the analysis run time. With respect to near-wall spacing, it appears that

for spacing-independent results all of the cell centers next to a viscous surface should be

located within a y+ value of approximately five (y+ _< 5).
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Chapter 5

TURBULENCE MODEL EFFECTS
ON WAKE PREDICTION

5.1 Introduction

One of the advantages to using CFD prediction codes to analyze turbomachinery is tile

capability to test many different geometric and aerodynamic configurations relatively

quickly. If the numerical models in these aerodynamic codes are proven accurate enough,

more detailed data beyond the basic fan blade performance numbers can I)e derived fi'om

the mnnerical simulations. Part of this additional data is the wake (lefinition as it travels

downstream through the bypass duct of a turbofan engine. By accurately predictiilg the

shape of the fan rotor wakes, predictions can be made of the level of the a(:oustic signature

of the engine. This chapter addresses the effects of different turbulence models on the

prediction of the wake definition. The fan blade, configuration and experinlental data are

briefly described fi)llowed by a section on the mesh generation used in the nmnerical

sinmlations. Results from the ADPAC solutions are presented both in terms of overall fan

t)erformance and a more detailed section over the wake region definition. The chal)ter

concludes with a section on wake correlations and similarity profiles of the wakes.

5.2 Geometry Definition

The geometry model used in this numerical study was the Allison/NASA Low N<)ise Fan

(LNF). The Low Noise Fan is a low tip sl>eed, ino(terate pressure rise fan stage designed

specifically for the demonstration of noise reduction concepts [33]. The 18-bladed fan

rotor is a fixed-pitch configuration providing a pressure ratio of 1.378 at the design l)oint

with a mass flow of approximately 103 lbm/s. The fan blade has a (tiameter <)f 22 in(:hes

with a 0.30 hub-to-tip ratio and a 100% design rotational speed of 10417.4 RPM resulting

in a tip speed of 1000 ft/s. Figure 5.1 displays the LNF rig in the NASA testing facility.

The drawing in Figure 5.2 shows a meridional view of the Low Noise Fan and was used as

reference for the definition of the hul) and casing flowpaths.

In orde, r to match the experilnental data, the upstream inlet flOWl)ath was nio(tele(t

after the experimental rig. After receiving geometry definitions for the I)ellmouth from
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Figure 5.1: Photograph of Low Noise Fan test rig installed in the NASA Lewis Low-Speed

Wind Tunnel.

1

Figure ,5.2: Diagram of the low-noise fan rotor in the translated bypass vane configuration.
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Allison

Figure 5.3: Meridional outlines of the two different inlet flowpaths used with the the low-noise

fan rotor: the Allison nacelle and the NASA experimental bellmouth

NASA and the tout)ling ring from Allison, a c()mt)h_ted outer flowpath definition shown in

Figure 5.3 was (tetermined. Also shown as a dashed line in Figure 5.3 is tile geometry

definition of the nacelle for the low-noise fan assembly.

5.3 Experimental Data

As part of the larger Low Noise Fan effort, experimental tests were 1)erformed under a

variety of conditions and geometric configurations [34]. In addition to ow_,rall performallce

measurements, detailed flow velocity memsurement were ot)tained using laser Doppler

velocimetry (LDV) equit)ment. The LDV data were collected at an off-design point where

the ma_ss flow through the fan was 92.5 lt)m/s. These data were forwarded to the authors

from NASA Lewis Research Center in PLOT3D format to be used in evaluating the wake

prediction capability of ADPAC.

Figure 5.4 shows the downstream measuring t)lanes from which data are presented.

The three mea_suring stations used during the NASA LDV exl)eriment are shown a.s solid

t)lack lines and labeled as Stations 1, 2, and 3. Station 1 is located 1.2 inches downstream

of the tip trailing edge, Station 2 is 2.7 inches downstre.am, and Station 3 is 3.4 inches

downstream. Numerical data was interpolated from the ADPAC solutions to the same

axial h)eations for comi)arison. The single dashed line identifies the fan exit location (E)

from which the I)lade performance was calculate.d, the st)anwise exit profiles extracted,

and the sample mesh cross-se(:tion generated (see Figure 5.10). This axial plane was

chosen from a grid convenience perspective. To give an example of the resolution of the

LDV measurements, Figure 5.5 shows the radial and tangential LDV measurement

locations at Station 1. This matrix of measurements contains 28 radial locations and 51

tangential locations, and it is very typical of Stations 2 and 3. The high density in the

tangential direction is extremely usefifl when defining wake profiles. Due to experimental
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Figure 5.4: Mi_ridional view of the LNF blade showing the axial locations of the downstream
measuring stations including the three NASA experimental test stations.

limitations, tile lowest radial line occurs at approximately 4.3% span and tile upt)er-most

at 98.6% span.

5.4 Grid Generation

A single-block H-grid through the fail rotor was selected a.s the mesh topology to be used

for the turbulence model comparison. This simple meshing structure was chosen to help

identify and solve possible difficulties and/or development issues with the implementation

of the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. Even though all the LNF results

presented in this report are from H-grid mesh topologies, the one-equation turbulence

model has been successfully used Oil a variety of mesh combinations, including O-grid and

C-grid topologies. A second H-grid was also used to model the tip clearance region on top

of the fan rotor. This clearance was modeled at the design value of 0.020"; however, the

experimental rig was run at a much tighter clearance.

The downstream boundary of the mesh was extended several chords downstream of

the fan rotor, past the location of the bypass vane installation. The hub flowpath

definition used for the H-grid was taken from the vane configuration shown in Figure 5.2

since that was the configuration run when the LDV data was taken. The meridional

distribntion of the mesh points along the blade surface slice is shown in Figure 5.6.

Several different grid resolutions were used during the grid generation process. All

of the meshes had 161 points in the axial direction (including 65 points along the blade

chordwise) and 53 points radially (including 5 points in the tip clearance). The number of

circumferential mesh points was increased from 49 to 65 and finally to 97 in order to

adequately resolve the wake definition and to provide sufficient near-wall spacing for the

Spalart-Allmara.s model without excessively increasing the cell expansion ratios. The total
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Figure 5.5: Radial and tangential location of LDV experimental data points at Station 1 (bold

lines represent the actual flowpath radii).
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Figure 5.6: Meridional grid plane showing mesh points along the blade surface and upstream

and downstream H-grid extents.

munber of mesh points including the tip clearance grid block was 831,926 points; all of the

ADPAC results ['or the LNF presented in this report were collected using this mesh.

The near-wall spacing was constrained to 0.0003 inches along tile blade surfaces

which resulted in the near-wall y+ distributions shown in Figure 5.7. The vast majority of

the y+ values are well under 5, only points along the leading edge where the boundary

layer is essentially non-existent do the y+ values creep slightly above 5. From the results

of the near-wall spacing study presented in the previous chapter, this mesh resolution

shouht be adequate to ensure a grid-independent solution with tile Spalart-Allinaras

turlmlence model.

As shown in a midspan distribution of mesh points (Figure 5.8), the circumferential

points along a constant axial grid index do not all share the same physical axial location

(e.g., the grid lines "bow" out around the blade region). This mesh generation approach

greatly reduces grid shear near the blade leading and trailing edges as shown in

Figure 5.9. An axial cross-section from the mesh is shown in Figure 5.10; tile location of
the cross-section is downstream of the fan blade and corresponds to the location from

which tile spanwise exit profles were calculated.

5.5 Predicted Fan Performance

Using the H-grid described above, converged ADPAC solutions were collected using the

algebraic Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model with two sets of coefficients and the

one-equation Spalart-Alhnaras turtmlence model. As described in the previous chapter
about the turbulence model details, the two sets of Baldwin-Lomax model coefficients

used were for tile standard case: Ccp= 1.6 and CKl_.b = 0.3 (identified as std. coeff.); and

for the modified coefficients: Ccp= 1.0 and CKteb = 0.64 (identified as mod. coef[.).
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Figure 5.9: Close-up views of the midspan leading edge (left) and trailing edge (right) of the

fan rotor showing the spreading of grid lines to reduce shear.

Figure 5,11 shows the total pressure ratio and effi(:i('awy cah:ulated from each of the

ADPAC solutions conll)ared with the NASA experinmntal data. All tile ADPAC solutions

were calculated using a fixe(t mass flow exit t)oml(lary (:ondition set at 92.5 lbm/s to

mat(:h the flow conditions during the LDV wake (lata ('Xl)eriment. The blade l)erformallce

was eah:ulated across the mesh inlet plane and tim (h)wllstream measuring station

(identified as E in Figure 5.4).

The predicted t)ressure ratio and efficiency were I)oth higher than the experimental
data when the standard Baldwin-Lomax model coeifi(:ients were used. When the

coefficients were modified to aeeomit for the advers(, pressure gradient, the t)redicted

pressure ratio was h)wered slightly and the effect was mostly negligible with respect to

lowering t)redicted efficiency. When the Spalart-Allmaras was used, the i)ressure ratio

dropped filrther to just I)eh)w 1.40, and the predi(:ted (,ffi(:iency was lowered closer to the

exi)erimental data.

5.5.1 Spanwise Exit Profiles

Spanwise exit profiles were calculated fi'om the ADPAC solutions and are presented in

Figures 5.12 through 5.16. The results from solutions (:ollected with the standard

Baldwin-Lomax coefficients are shown with a thin solid lilm, those using the mo(lifie(t

coefficients are shown with I)y a dashed line, and those using the St)alart-Allillaras mod(q

are shown with a thick solid line.

As was reflected in the overall blade performance, the St)alart-Alhnaras results of

total pressure are lower across the span comt)ared to the two Baldwin-Lomax solutions in

Figure 5.12. Using the Spalart-Alhnaras turbulence model, the small overshoot in total

t)ressure, centered at approximately 2% st)an, was eliminated. No significant differences
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Figure 5.10: Axial cross-sections downstream of the fan blade showing the mesh resolution
used to collect numerical ADPAC solutions.
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were noticed in the temperature distributions in Figure 5.13.

The profiles of axial and tangential velocities appeared to show the greatest impact

in variation in turbulence model, as shown in Figure 5.14. Even though the

ADPAC solutions were all run to a specified exit mass flow, there were small variations in

density related to the pressure ratio variations between the three cases. While tile axial

velocity distributions appear to vary significantly between the three ADPAC solutions due

to the expanded scale oil the plot, the mass-averaged axial velocities at the exit plane only
varied within 1% of each other. With the differences in both axial and tangential velocity,

the mass-averaged absolute flow angle calculated at this downstream axial station varied

between 39.07 degrees (B-L std), 38.55 degrees (B-L rood), and 38.30 (S-A). Figure 5.15

shows the distributions of radial velocity and absolute total velocity. By eliminating the

overshoot near the hub in total pressure and axial velocity, the radial distribution of

efficiency and loss coefficient become much more smoothly dcfined in the hub region,

shown in Figure 5.16.

5.6 Predicted Wake Region Comparison

5.6.1 Pitchwise Velocity Profiles

The experimental LDV data from the NASA rig test were (:Oml)are, d with the
ADPAC solutions for the fan rotor at 100% corrected speed. The measurement of the wake

(axial velocity deficit) was comt)ared at five radial stations at three different axial stations
downstream of the fan rotor shown schematically in Figure 5.17. The ADPAC numerical

solutions were interpolated to match the locations at which the exl)erimental data were

measured (e.g., no intert)olation was done to tile LDV data). Radial slices were extracted

at the ext)erimental radial measuring stations closest to 10%. 25%, 50%, 75%) and 90%

span. The exact radial location of each slice is listed on the l)lots.

In order to align the numerical and experimental t)rofiles in the circumferential

direction, the tangential location of the axial velocity deficit centerlines taken at Station 1

along the 50% radial span from the Baldwin-Lomax (std. coeff.) case was matched to the

corresponding experimental LDV wake centerline. This tangential shift was then applied

to all other numerical profiles. The ADPAC profiles were also mirrored in the

circunfferential direction to account for tim difference in rotation direction between the

experimental rig and numerical results. Profiles of axial velocity are shown in

Figures 5.18, 5.19, and 5.20, for tim three measuring stations, respectively.

In general, the ADPAC results matched fairly well with the majority of experimental

results; however, some significant differences between the ADPAC results and the

experimental data and between tile different ADPAC turlmlen(:e model results exist. In

the Station 1 midspan region shown in middle three plots of Figure 5.18, the

ADPAC results are closely aligned with each other and the data. The predicted results

show a larger velocity deficit than is shown in tile experimental data; this is especiMly

apparent at the 90% span location. At this radial location, the three ADPAC results also

predict a wider wake region. The pressure-side of tile predicted wake appears to align

circumferentially with the experimental data, but the larger wake deficit pushes the

suction-side of the wake off (to the left) tile ext)e,rimental data.
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Station #
123

(Figure not to scale)

Figure 5.17: Schematic of the Low-Noise Fan showing locations of wake data extraction from
both the NASA LDV experimental data and the ADPAC numerical solutions.

The experimental results and tile nmnerical solutions differ ill tile circumferential

position wake centerline most noticeably at 10% span. This shift in wake centerline

location is addressed in a following section comparing the wake centerline shapes. Also at

this lower span location, the differences caused by the selection of ADPAC turbulence

model is most obvious. The wake deficit predicted using the standard coefficients in the

Baldwin-L.max model was approximately one-half the size of tile experimental data.

When the modified coefficients were used in the Baldwin-L,max model, the wake deficit

increased, almost matching the Spalart-Alhnaras predicted wake deficit and better

approximating tile experimental data. These trends continue downstreain through

Stations 2 and 3, in Figures 5.19 and 5.20, respectively.

5.6.2 Axial Velocity Contours

As presented in the previous section, comparisons were made of axial velocity

distributions across the pitch of the blade between the experimental LDV data and the

ADPAC solutions. In order to better interpret differences in the experimental and

numerical results, contour plots of axial velocity were taken at five different radial span

locations. Figures 5.21 through 5.35 show "blade-to-blade" contours of predicted axial

velocity, Vx, from just upstrealn of the rotor blade trailing edge to just downstream of the

last Ineasuring station.

The numerical data shown in these figures was taken from the radial mesh slice

whose average percentage-span value most closely matched 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90%

span, respectively; the contour values are in ft/s and are plotted x vs. f0, where _ is the

average radius of the mesh slice. On each of the blade-to-blade contour plots, three bold

vertical lines were positioned at the axial locations corresponding to the three

experimental measuring stations (1.2", 2.7", and 3.4" downstream of the tip trailing edge).

The plots are presented on the page such that the blade rotation is downward on the page

(i.e., the pressure side is the lower side of the blade, the suction side is the upper). To

compare with the plots presented previously and figures to appear later within this report,

the circumferential angle increases going down the plot; the suction side of the blade is at
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Figure 5.18: Wake profiles at Station 1 extracted from the ADPAC solutions at five different
spanwise locations and compared with the experimental LDV data.
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Figure 5.19: Wake profiles at Station 2 extracted from the ADPAC solutions at five different

spanwise locations and compared with the experimental LDV data.
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Figure 5.20: Wake profiles at Station 3 extracted from the ADPAC solutions at five different

spanwise locations and compared with the experimental LDV data.
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a lower circumferential angle than the corresponding pressure side of tile same blade.

As was seen with tile previous line data of axial velocity, there is little difference

between tile two Baldwin-Lomax ADPAC contour plots at each blade span location with a

possible exception at 10%. The greatest difference between the Baldwin-Lomax results

and the Spalart-Allmaras results appears to occur along the suction-side (upper) portion

of the trailing edge region. The mininmm velocity levels in the Spalart-Allmaras results

are consistently 150 to 200 ff/s lower in the trailing edge region than the levels predicted

by the two Baldwin-Lomax models. This is very similar to the results found during the

near-watll spacing study presented in the previous chapter. Even though the

Spalart-Allmaras model predicts lower axial velocities at the trailing edge, by Station 1

the velocity levels are closer to the Baldwin-Lomax results. This is indicative of different

decay rate and pattern in the wake definition which is addressed in more detail later

within this report.
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Figure 5.21: Contours of axial velocity, I;_, [ft/s] at approximately 10% span taken from the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax (std. coeff.) solution.

5.6.3 Wake Centerlines

No t)lade-to-t)lade contour plots were made fi'onl the experinmntal data due to inadequate

axial data resolution; however, at the constant axial measuring stations, several

(:omt)arisons (:all 1)e made. Figure 5.36 shows the Low Noise Fall blades with a constant

axial slice displaying axial velocity contours. The blades are rotating in a

counter-clockwise fashion in this figure. Figures 5.37 through 5.48 show contour plots of

axial velocity taken from the, ext)erilnental data and the ADPAC solutions; these contour

plots are displayed a_s viewed from the front of the engine with respect to Figure 5.36.

Data in Figures 5.37 to 5.40 were extracted at Station 1, Figures 5.41 to 5.44 at Station 2,

and Figures 5.45 to 5.48 at Station 3. Tile single passage data were duplicated and

rotated one blade l)itch (20 deg) to present a (:onll)lete wake structure regardless of the

t)oundary of the data (represented i)y the very thin lines). Wherea_s the ADPAC results

st)an the entire radial extent of the passage, the ext)erimental data is limited near the

endwalls; the actual radial lo(:ations of the hut) and (:asc for the exl)erimental contour

plots are shown with thicker lines similar to Figure 5.5.

The predicted shape and location of the wake in the r - 0 1)lane are similar to the

measured data. As was shown in the pitchwise velocity distrit)utions, the velocity levels

outside the wake region are similar between the experimental and numerical data. Within

the wake region, the ADPAC results show a larger magnitude of axial velocity deficit.

Another differen('(: t)etween the ext)erimental data and the nmneri(:al data is the size and

location of the rotor tip vortex. Tile rotor tip vortex ill the experinmlltal data is larger

and extends lower into the flow stream than the predi(:ted tip vortex shal)e; this may t)e

due to the previously stated differences in the tip clearance.
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Figure 5.22: Contours of axial velocity, V_,, [ftls] at approximately 10% span taken from the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax (mod. coeff.) solution.

/
Figure 5.23: Contours of axial velocity, V_, [ft/s] at approximately 10% span taken from the

ADPAC Spalart-AIImaras solution.
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Figure5.24: Contours of axial velocity, V_., [ft/s] at approximately 25% span taken from the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax (std. coeff.) solution.

fj

J

J

Figure 5.25: Contours of axial velocity, _:, [ft/s] at approximately 25% span taken from the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax (mod. coeff.) solution.
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Figure 5.26: Contours of axial velocity, Vx, [ft/s] at approximately 25% span taken from the

ADPAC Spalart-AIImaras solution.
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Figure 5.27: Contours of axial velocity, Vx, [ft/s] at approximately 50% span taken from the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax (std. coeff.) solution.
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Figure 5.28: Contours of axial velocity, _.'_., [ft/s] at approximately 50% span taken from the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax (mod. coeff.) solution.

Figure 5.29: Contours of axial velocity, Vx, [ft/s] at approximately 50O/o span taken from the

ADPAC Spalart-AIImaras solution.
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Figure 5.30: Contours of axial velocity, V_, [ft/s] at approximately 75% span taken from the

ADPAC 13aldwin-Lomax (std. coeff.) solution.

Figure 5.31: Contours of axial velocity, _, [ft/s] at approximately 75% span taken from the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax (mod. coeff.) solution.
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Figure 5.32: Contours of axial velocity, _., [ft/s] at approximately 75% span taken from the

ADPAC Spalart-AIImaras solution.

Figure 5.33: Contours of axial velocity, _.,:_:,[ft/s] at approximately 90% span taken from the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax (std. coeff.) solution.
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Figure 5.34: Contours of axial velocity, _r, [ft/s] at approximately 90% span taken from the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax (mod. coeff.) solution.

f

Figure §.3§: Contours of axial velocity, _,, [ft/s] at approximately 90% span taken from the

ADPAC Spalart-Allmaras solution.
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Figure5.36: Orientation of wake structure behind the Low Noise Fan blades as represented by

contours of axial velocity.

Both the experimental and numerical data were deconq)osed to take a constant

axial slice of solution data and deterndne the mininnml axial velocity location along each

constant radial mesh slice. This essentially locates tile wake centerline in the r - 0 plane.

Coml)arisons between the experimental data and the three ADPAC solutions are shown in

Figures 5.49, 5.50, and 5.51 for Stations 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In these figures, the

filled circles represent the NASA exl)erimental data, the oi)en circles represent the

ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax solution with standard coefficients, the open squares represent

the ADPAC Bal(twin-Lomax solution with the modified coefi-i(:ients, and the open triangles

represent the St)alart-Alhnaras solution. The data bounds for the ADPAC solutions

extend radially fi'om the hul) surface to the outer ca,sing; the LDV data 1)ounds are limited

radially to at)l)roximately 4% to 98% span. Concentric circles at approximately 1(}%, 25%,

50%, 75(Z), an(t 90% st)an are also included on each plot showing where the t)itehwise data

were extracted. For comparison to plots presented earlier, the circumferential angle is

nmasure(t positively going counter-clockwise around the circle (i.e., the suction side is on

the right side of the wake (:enterline and the pressure side is on the left).

In order to align the wake centerlines, the Baldwin-Lomax (st(t. coeff.) data were

rotated until the (:ir(:umferential location of tile midspan (50%) wake centerline at Station

1 matched. Tim same tangential shift was then apt)lied to all data sets at all the

remaining measuring stations. This is the same procedure used to align the line data in

the t)revious sections.

The ADPAC prediction of the location of the wake centerline at)pears to t)e very

good, especially in the mid-st)an of the passage when COml)ared with the experimental

LDV data. From the hub to apI)roximately 80% st)an, there is little difference I)etween the
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Figure 5.37: Contours of axial velocity, k_:, [ft/s] at Station 1 taken from the NASA LDV

experimental data.

Figure 5.38: Contours of axial velocity, _, [ft/s] at Station I taken from the ADPAC Baldwin-

Lomax (std. coeff.) solution.
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Figure 5.39: Contours of axial velocity, _,_:, [ft/s] at Station 1 taken from the ADPAC Baldwin-

Lomax (mod. coeff.) solution.

Figure 5.40: Contours of axial velocity, _:, [ft/s] at Station 1 taken from the ADPAC Spalart-
AIImaras solution.
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Figure 5.41: Contours of axial velocity, Vx, [ft/s] at Station 2 taken from the NASA LDV
experimental data.

Figure 5.42: Contours of axial velocity, _, [ft/s] at Station 2 taken from the ADPAC Baldwin-
Lomax (std. coeff.) solution.
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Figure 5.43: Contours of axial velocity, V_, [ft/s] at Station 2 taken from the ADPAC Baldwin-

Lomax (mod. coeff.) solution.

Figure 5.44: Contours of axial velocity, Vr, [ft/s] at Station 2 taken from the ADPAC Spalart-

AIImaras solution.
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Figure 5.45: Contours of axial velocity, _., [ft/s] at Station 3 taken from the NASA LDV

experimental data.

Figure 5.46: Contours of axial velocity, Vx, [ft/s] at Station 3 taken from the ADPAC Baldwin-

Lomax (std. coeff.) solution.
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Figure 5.47: Contours of axial velocity, _,, [ft/s] at Station 3 taken from the ADPAC Baldwin-

Lomax (mod. coeff.) solution.

Figure 5.48: Contours of axial velocity, _, [ft/s] at Station 3 taken from the ADPAC Spalart-

Allmaras solution.
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ADPAC solutions. The results from the modified coefficient Bahtwin-Lomax case appears

to always be slightly to the left (more swirl) of the other two ADPAC solutions. This is

most likely (:aused by the small variation in exit flow angle mentioned earlier in the fan

performance section, as the shift becomes larger at stations further d()wnstream.

In tile upper 20% portion of the span, differences can be seen alnong the predicted

wake centerlines growing more noticeable further downstream (Stations 2 and 3). Near the

outer casing, the differences in the location of tile tip vortex can be seen clearly. The

exl)erimental symbols that represent the center of the tip vortex occur consistently lower

radially than the nulnerical predictions (e.g., the circulnfereutial "break" in the minimum

velocity from the wake centerline to the tip vortex occurs at a lower radius in the

experimental data compared to the ADPAC predictions) and tile difference grows at

stations further downstream. Again, a possible explanations for this difference are the

aforementioned tip clearance discrepancy. At Station 3, there is a significant difference

between the three ADPAC solutions in tile tip region. The t)rediction of the tip vortices

appears to t)e sensitive to the turbulence model used and is a possible area for further

investigation, but was not inchlded ill the scope the the current work.

Ill tile hub region, another discrepancy between tile shat)e of the experimental and

numerical wake ceuterline exists. From midspan down, tile experimental data slowly veers

off to tile suction side and at approximately 10% span the experimental data appears t,o

"bend" and shift tangentially about 10-20 degrees. The last ext)erimental data point (at

the lowest radius) appears to match back up with tile ADPAC predicted wake shape.

Therefore, the tangential shift in the axial velocity deficit near the hub highlighted in the

previous section colnt)aring tile pitchwise velocity profiles may not have been seen if the

data were sliced at tile lowest radial experimental measuring radius.
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5.7 Wake Definition Study

5.7.1 Wake Structure and Description

Prior to tile description of tile data reduction and the presentation of tile correlation

results, the terms used in many of tile correlation equations need to be identified and

related to the wake shape. Figure 5.52 shows a schematic representation of a

blade-to-blade rotor passage including the wake regions and velocity triangles. Tile

velocities designated with tile letter V are ill the absolute reference frame, and those with

W are ill the relative frame. A velocity distribution downstream of tile rotor trailing edge

has been superimposed on the figure to identify various velocity levels including the

minimum velocity (Wmin) and the mid-pitch velocity (Wo). Tile pressure and suction

sides of the wake region are also noted.

In Figure 5.53, a data sample of the velocity distritmtion from approximately 50%

span is shown in the upper portion of the figure. Below the data, a schematic shows the

various wake shape dimensions. Tile majority of the terms used in the wake correlations

following in this report are shown ill this figure. The centerline velocity deficit of the wake
is defined as:

Wdc = Wo- Wmin

where Wo is tile relative streamwise velocity at the circmnferential location one-half pitch

from the wake centerline position (0_ + P/2) which is assumed to be a "freestream"

reference velocity. The wake width (5) is defined as tile circumferential width between the

two points where the velocity distribution crosses the W&/2 value. This width can be

sub-divided into a pressure-side and suction-side half-width, av and 5_, respectively. Also

shown ill tile figure is the normalized tangential distance used in tile similarity profile, *l,

defined as:

n = 0/(a/2)

5.7.2 Wake Correlations

To determine correlations for tile wake width and centerline velocity deficit, a method of

data reduction similar to that used by Majjigi and Gliebe [35] was used and is briefly

described below. The correlation includes a weak influence of the drag coefficient (Cd).

Using spanwise distributions of design data for the Low Noise Fan (LNF) [33], a spanwise

profile of cd was evaluated by:

Wp COS3 _hl

Cd -- O" COS 2 /:_1

where,

/_M ----tan-1 ( tan_l +tan'2)2

and fll and/_2 are the relative inlet and exit flow angles, respectively, cOpis the profile loss

coefficient, and a is the blade solidity.
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Figure 5.52: Schematic of wake position and velocity definitions relative to the rotor blade.
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Figure 5.53: Identification of wake measurements and measuring locations.
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In the Majjigi and Gliebe report [35], the data was correlated using the following

forIIl:

ax +b s 1
y = _/P - :r-

c.;r + 1 ' c c_/s

where a, b. and c are the fitted coetficients. For the wake width correlation, y is the wake

width normalized I)y the blade pitch (a/P) and a: is tim streamwise distance norlilalize(t by

the aerodynamic chord modifie(t by the drag (:oetfi(:icnt. For the velo(:ity defi(:it

correlation:

B_. 1 ax + b ,s

Y-- II_, cl/4 cx + 1" ;r = -c

where y is the the velocity deficit normalized by the mid-pitch velocity and modified by

the drag coefficient (H_t,./14'_, x 1/c_/4) and :r is the streamwise distance normalized by the

aerodynamic (:hord (,s'/c).

Some of the figures in this report of the wake correlati(ms inchlde the curve fits

foun(l I)y Majjigi and Gliebe [35] and by ToI)ol and Phill,rick in a more recent study [36]

using the same correlation techniques. In order to determine the coefficients (o, b, c), a

non-linear curve fitting routine was written using the Levenberg-Marquart metho(t [37].

To detelunilm the general scatter of the data. the eXl)erimental LDV data measured

at Stations 1, 2. and 3, were plotted in 10% span int(,rwds in Figure. 5.54. From

examination of the data, the data t)oints from 1(}% st)an to 90% st)an are groul)ed (:lose

together, an(l the points in the outer 10% st)an regi(ms al)t)ear more scattere(t. The LDV

data points in the outer 1()% endwall regions wer(, sha(h_(t. This scatter in the endwall

regions near the hub and the case is primarily (tue h) the I)reakdown of the (:lean wake

t)rofile (as diagramed in Figure 5.53) fl'om the int.('ra('ti(m I)etween the wake, the tip

clearaime vortex, and the endwall t)oundary layers. Bas(,d on this and other more

quantitative results fi'om curve fits, the wake corr(,lati(m functions will be fit using only

the data in the 10% to 90% sI)an region.

With resl)ect to matching the t)reviously (h,t('rmin(,(t correlation curves fimnd in the

literature, t)oth the ext)erimental and nunmrical LNF results agree t)etter with the curves

in the velocity deficit (:orrelation (lower plot) than in th(, wake width correlation (upper

plot). It should I)e noted that the two literature curve fits also agree better in the velocity

deficit correlation than in the wake width correlation. 1)ossil)ly an indication of a higher

sensitivity to blade geometry or I)lade loading in the wake wi(tth correlation.

In order to determine the detailed (tifferell(:es I)(,tw(,(m the ADPAC turbulence

models in predi(:ting wakes, the wake shal)e t)aramet('rs were evahmte(t at five sl)anwise

h)cations (10°/(,, 25'Z,, 50%, 75%, an(t 90%) an(t are t)lotte(t in Figures 5.55 through 5.59.

By examining the data prior to (:urve fitting, variations in the prediction capability can I)e

determine(t before being "washed-out" in the ('urve fits. Since all the data contained in

one plot were taken fl'om apl)roximately the same st)anwise h)cation, the (let)enden(:e on ca

is assumed to be negligfl)le and was not included in this series of five figures.

The mesh sli(:es fl'om which the wake t)arameters were taken are the same locations

used to ph)t the blade-to-blade axial veh)city (:ontours in Figures 5.21 to 5.35; the

corresponding contour plots are rethrenced in the caption ()f the figures. The experimental

data included in each plot was take from a range of ±10% about the st)ecific st)an lo(:ation.
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Figure 5.54: Correlation data of wake width and centerline velocity deficit from the experimental

LDV data split into 10% interval ranges in blade span.
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For all the span locations except the 1()% location, tile three ADPAC solutions lie

fairly close together. At the 10% span location (Figure 5.55), the largest difference

between tile ADPAC solutions is seen ill the prediction of wake width decay. The standard

(:oeffieient Baldwin-Lomax model results show tim wake width growing rapidly

downstream and the velocity deficit also decaying qui(:kly; this is most likely the result of

the. Baldwin-Lomax l)rediction of the hut) bomldary layer merging into the lower si)an of

the wake.

At the three middle span locatiolls (25%, 50%, and 75% in Figures 5.56. 5.57, and

5.58), some general trends can bc identified. With respect to the wake width prediction.

the ADPAC results all pass through the first two stations of ext)erimental data, I)ut drift

slightly above the final measuring station data. Also, the Spalart-Alhnaras results are

mostly higher than the Baldwin-Lomax (std. coeff.) results which are in turn higher than

the Baldwin-Lomax (rood. ('()eft.) results. In the velocity deficit plots, a signifi(:ant

difference between the St)alart-Alhnaras model results and both of the Baldwin-Lomax

model results is displayed. The Baldwin-Lomax results, regardless of coetfi(:ieuts use(l,

drop off ral)idly immediately behind the I)lade trailing edge and then at)ruptly ('hange

decay rates. In contrast, the Sl)alart-Alhnaras results shows a smoother decay rate away

from the fan blade. These line plots quantify the differen('es noted t)reviously ill the

blade-to-blade (:ontour plots. It is interesting to note that by the first measuring station,

tile three models are approximately back together which is the reason no significant

differences were apt)arent iu the pitchwise velocity plots at Station 1.

Ea(:h of the data sets from 10% to 90% st)an was fitted to the correlation fimction

using the method descri|)ed above. The (:oetficients of the curve fits are listed in Table 5.1

and the curves are plotted in Figure 5.60 along with the ext)erimental data. The

experimental data is shown by a vertical bar with caps representing the range of data

from 10% to 90% st)an at each of the three measuring stations (labeled as 1, 2. and 3).

The curve fits fi'om the three ADPAC solutions lie ch)sely together with little differen(:es.

As was seen in the l)revious plots at each of the five spanwise h)cations, the

St)alart-Alhnaras results predict a slightly larger wake width over the two Baldwin-Lomax

results, and all the ADPAC solutions pass high through the exI)erimental data ranges.

With respect to the velocity deficit, the shar t) change in decay rate shown in the

Baldwin-Lomax results t)reviously has been smoothed out by the curve fit; however, the

two Bal(lwin-Lomax (:urve fits still do 1)redict a faster (te,cay rate in velocity defi(:it than

does the Spalart-Allmara_s curve fit.

The three ADPAC curve fits for wake correlations are ('ompared in Figure 5.61 with

those found in the literature. These curve fits included the effect of Cd in the correlati(m

and the corresponding curve fit (:oetfi(:ients are listed in Tallle 5.2. The two curve fits from

the literature [36, 35] are shown on the plots using thick lines with symbols. The

correlation form for the wake width (5) appears to be not as well suited as for the

centerline velocity deficit. Tile two curve fits from the literature and the group of three

ADPAC curve fits vary greatly in t)redicting the trend of wake width decay. All of the

curve fits with respect to velocity deficit appear to reasonably follow the same tren(t with

the ADPAC results matching (:losely to the (:orrelation presented by Majjigi and Gliet)e.

While it appears to be a point of dis('repancy and interest_ filrther iuvestigations into

deterinining the (:orrect parameters to normalize correlation functions across geometry

and flow condition ranges lies outside the scope of this work.
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Figure 5.55: Wake width and centerline velocity deficit data from approximately 10% span

extracted from the experimental LDV data set and the ADPAC numerical solutions. (See

Figures 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23)
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Figure 5.56: Wake width and centerline velocity deficit data from approximately 25% span

extracted from the experimental LDV data set and the ADPAC numerical solutions. (See

Figures 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26)
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Figure 5.57: Wake width and centerline velocity deficit data from approximately 50% span

extracted from the experimental LDV data set and the ADPAC numerical solutions. (See

Figures 5.27, 5.28, and 5.29)
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Figure 5.58: Wake width and centerline velocity deficit data from approximately 75% span
extracted from the experimental LDV data set and the ADPAC numerical solutions. (See
Figures 5.30, 5.31, and 5.32)
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Figure 5.59: Wake width and centerline velocity deficit data from approximately 90% span
extracted from the experimental LDV data set and the ADPAC numerical solutions. (See

Figures 5.33, 5.34, and 5.35)
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WakeWidth(8)CorrelationCoefficients
a b c

Baldwin-Lomax (std) 0.1527 0.05465 0.2983

Baldwin-Lomax (mod) 0.1133 0.05247 0.1377

Spalart-AIImaras 0.1331 0.06315 0.2005

Velocity Deficit (Wdc) Correlation Coefficients
a b c

Balclwin-Lomax (std) 0.2509 0.8611 8.8474

Baldwin-Lomax (mod) 0.0051 0.8553 6.1418

Spalart-AIImaras -0.0964 0.9240 5.6575

Correlation Form: y = --
ax+b

cx+l

Table 5.1: Values of the correlation coefficients (_, b, (:) for the curve fit shown in Figure 5.60.

Wake Width (5) Correlation Coefficients
a b c

Baldwin-Lomax (std) 0.09710 0.05472 0.1887

Baldwin-Lomax (mod) 0.07289 0.05250 0.0906

Spalart-AIImaras 0.08543 0.06313 0.1297

Velocity Deficit (Wdc) Correlation Coefficients
a b c

Baldwin-Lomax (std) 0.9554 2.1953 10.4963

Baldwin-Lomax (mod) 0.1824 2.1649 7.7077

Spalart-AIImaras -0.1628 2.3189 6.1711

Correlation Form: y = --
ax+b

cx+l

Table 5.2: Values of the correlation coefficients (_, b, c) for the curve fits including the effects
of cj shown in Figure 5.61.
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5.7.3 Similarity Profiles

In addition to the single-value measurements of wake width (5) and centerline velocity

deficit (Wdc), the overall shape of the wake profiles can be compared through the proper

nonctimensionalization process. The velocity profile can be normalized by:

Wd Wo-W

Wd_ Wo - Wmin

and can 1)e plotted against 7! (defined earlier in Figure 5.53); positive values of 71

correspond to t lw pressure side of the wake and negative values of 71correspond to the

suction side. Through this transformation, it has been shown by several authors

[38, 39, 40, 41, 42] that the veh)city profiles fall onto a single curve approximated by the

following Gaussian function:

Wd _ e-ln2rl2

A examination of the experimental data by 10% spanwise increments was also

performed on the similarity profiles shown in Figures 5.62 and 5.63; the data included in

these figures are from all three measuring stations. The theoretical Gaussian profile is

included in tlw similarity profile plot for ret_rence. Figure 5.62 includes all the data points

and Figure. 5.63 im:ludes data from 10% to 70% span only. Again the interaction with the

endwall flow regions and tip vortex creates a wider scatter in the data points in the outer

span regions; for this reason, the similarity data will be fitted only if it lies between 10%

and 70% st)an. A similar limitation to inner span data was also performed in the

literature [36] trot to a more severe degree (30% to 60%).

Due to the a_symmetry in the profile, caused by differences in the pressure and

suction side I)oundary layers, the symmetric Gaussian form is not appropriate to use as a
basis function for the curve fit. Instead a Fourier series approximation can be used,

represented by:

Wd _ Ao NF ( nTrx . 7_Trx_
]_,,: 2 + _ \A_ cos --_-- + B. sln-_--)

where NF is the number of terms used in the curve fit.

Using the ext)erimental LDV data as a test case, a curve fitting analysis was

performed to determine tile number of frequencies required to adequately model the

similarity profile. The results of the analysis are shown Figure 5.64. The upper portion of

tile figure shows tile approximation of the data using an increasing number of harmonic

frequencies from 0 to 30. The lower two plots are a measurement of a curve fitting

parameter, X 2, and a measurement of the profile change resulting from adding one more

frequency. From this analysis, fifteen frequencies (thirty Fourier coefficients) will be used

to model the sinfilarity profiles.

The sinfilarity profiles from the experimental LDV data and tile three

ADPAC numerical solutions are shown in Figures 5.65, 5.66, 5.67, and 5.68, respectively.

The 10%-70% span data in each of these figures have been separated by measuring station

location. At Station 1, the two Baldwin-Lomax ADPAC solutions are predicting a greater

amount of asymmetry than was predicted with the Spalart-Allmaras model or measured

experimentally. This difference in asynnnetry appears to be more noticeable on the
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suction side of tile wake (-rl) and is reduced downstream at Stations 2 and 3. The

experimental data also exhibits a large amount of variation in the suction-side wake region

with respect to span location than do the ADPAC predicted results.

The experimeutal data and the three ADPAC results were curve fit using the above

described Fourier series approximation. These curve fits are shown ill Figure 5.69 along

with the symmetric, Gaussian profile. The asym,netry of the Baldwin-Lomax solutions at

Station 1 can be seen oil the left side of the top plot in the figure. The predicted

ADPAC solutions match the pressure side of the wake (+_j) experimental data curve fit

better than along the suction side of tile wake. The experimental data measures a slower

decay of the velocity deficit on the suction side. The differences between tile experimental
data and the numerical solutions at the stations farthest downstream may also be

exaggerated due to the extreme stretching performed on the data through the similarity
transformation.

The ADPAC solution curve fits lie very close to each other and follow the trend of

the experimental data curve fit, that tile "dip" in the similarity profile on the

pressure-side of the wake deepens with distance downstream. Tile differences in the

magnitude of the dip is related to the choice of I4o, as opposed to Wmax, as the

normalizing freestream velocity. The choice of Wo was made to accentuate the asymmetry

of the similarity profile when compared to the Gaussian profile. In other work [36, 41],

this profile asyminetry has been found to exist as far downstream as a:/c = 0.75 to

x/c = 4.0. Other authors [39, 40, 42] have used the different length scales (7Iv and 71._

shown in Figure 5.53) to account for the asymmetry in the similarity profile.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

The work and results (:onq)iled ill this report were comt)leted as part of the AST project

in an effort to SUl)port aircraft noise reduction research. As a ma.ior contrilmtor to overall

engine n()is(_, the interaction of the fan rotor wakes with tile t)ypass stators is one of the

primary areas of interest. In order to predict the interaction of the wakes with the bypass

stator blad(, row, an accurate definition of the wake size, shat)e , and orientation is needed.

Using (:()mputational fluid dynamics (CFD), the wakes I)ehind the fan blades of a

high-I)yl)ass tm'l)ofall engine were predicted under this I)rogram. This study sl)eeifieally

investigate(t the effect of different turbulence models on the wake prediction capability of

a flow solver (:o(le.

The aerodynamic t)redictions for the cases described in this study were ol)tained

using the ADPAC analysis (:ode. The ADPAC (:ode is a general t)urpose turt)omachinery

aerodynamic design analysis tool which has undergone extensive development, testing,

an(t verifi(:ation. Part of this program focused on incorporating the one-equation

St)alart-Allmaras turbulen(:e model into ADPAC. A detailed descrit)tion of the nmnerieal

imptementatioll of the model was presented including the lint)licit discretization of the

transt)ort equation and the linearization of the transport equation source term. As several

of the terms in the Spalart-Alhnaras model are t)a._ed on the distance to the nearest

vis(:ous wall, a "wall-finding" routine was developed and added to ADPAC. Due to the

flexibility of the multi-block capability and t)arallelization of ADPAC, this task was not as

straight forward as might first appear. In order to avoid umlecessary re-eomt)utation of

the values, the nearest wall distance field is written out as part of the turt)ulence model

restart file.

As part of the Spalart-Alhnaras model incorporation into ADPAC. several test cases

were calculated aim compared with the results collected with the alget)raic

Baldwin-Lomax model. The specific test eases rml were a fiat plate, a sul)sonie symmetri("

airfoil, a transonic t)ump, and a transonic turbine cascade. The results fl'om tile fiat plate

eah:ulations using the Baldwin-Lomax model and Spalart-Allmara,s model did not show

significant differences in the prediction of surface quantities such as wall shear stress and

fl'iction (:oefficient. However, a noticeable differen(:e between results was in the prediction

of the turbulent eddy viscosity (l_t) field away from the wall. Due to the split immr/outer

nature of the Baldwin-Lomax model, a shar I) t)end in the itt distribution o(:curred at the

crossover point; whereas the Spalart-Alhnaras model predicted a nmch more smooth
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distribution of #t.

Probably tile most interesting and applicable test case calculated with respect to

wake prediction was the symmetric airfoil. Detailed measurements of both mean and

fluctuating flow quantities in the 2-D wake shed from the airfoil provided a benchmark test

case which accentuated the differences between turbulence models when predicting wake

shape and decay. In addition to ADPAC solutions of the airfoil flow, numerical solution

were collected using the OVERFLOW flow prediction code using two different turbulence

models (Baldwin-Barth and St)alart-Alhnaras). Comparisons made with experimental

data at thirteen downstream axial stations showed a significant improvement in wake

prediction using the Spalart-Alhnaras model over the Baldwin-Lomax model. When the

centerline velocity distributions were comt)ared, the ADPAC Baldwin-Lomax results and

the ADPAC Mixing-Length results under-predicted the recovery of the velocity magnitude.

The St)alart-Alhnaras model results from both ADPAC and OVERFLOW passed through

the data points and predicted a more accurate velocity decay rate in the wake region than

did tile algebraic models. The ADPAC Spalart-Alhnaras predictions of Reynolds stress

distribution also showed an improved capability over the Baldwin-Lomax model.

The final two test cases calculated also showed improvements in the flow prediction

using the Spalart-Alhnaras model. ADPAC results simulating transonic: flow over an

axisymmetric bump showed closer shock location to experimental data and a more

well-defined recirculation region usiug the Spalart-Allmaras model than tile

Baldwin-Lomax model. The prediction of recirculating and reversed flow regions t)ecomes

very important when modeling the flow around complex turbomachinery geometries. The

sensitivity to the inlet turbulence level was evaluated using the Mark II turbine vane

geometry. A series of ADPAC solutions were collected using the Spalart-Allmaras

turbulence model with increasing values of inlet turbulence. The prediction of the surface

pressure measurement showed ahnost no influence from the inlet turbulence levels.

However, heat transfer coefficient predictions, which nlatched well with the experimental

data, did show a correlation with the inlet turbulence levels with higher levels of inlet

turbulence corresponding to higher values of heat transfer coefficient. It has become

standard practice when using tile Spalart-Allmaras model in ADPAC to set the initial

value of X to 20 and the inlet vahm to 1; this higher value of initial turbulence triggers the

production terms within the model before they are damped out.

In order to determine the near-wall spacing required to obtain a mesh-independent

solution with respect to the turbulence model, two geometries were modeled using a series

of meshes with sequentially finer near-wall spacings. The two geometries used were a flat

plate and a midspan slice of a compressor stator. The results of this study demonstrated

that the first point away from tile wall should be within a y+ value of 5 to obtain

mesh-independent turbulence fields. In the 3-D stator midspau case, the wake width and

velocity deficit were calculated and compared between the Baldwin-Lomax model results

and Spalart-Allmaras results. At the stator trailing edge, both models predicted

approximately the same magnitude of velocity deficit; however, tile Baldwin-Lomax

results showed a much sharper decay in velocity deficit than the Spalart-Allnmras results.

The Baldwin-Lomax predicted velocity deficit reached its terminal value at approximately

0.40 chords downstream of the trailing edge, while the deficit predicted using the

Spalart-Alhnaras model continued to decay up to a full chord downstream. Given the

close proximity of neighboring blades in a turbomachine, this difference between the two
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turbulence models in the prediction of wake decay immediately behind the stator blade

has significant implications on aerodynainic performance, acoustic pro(hwtion, and

structural forced response.

Following the incorporation of the Spalart-Alhnaras model into tim ADPAC code

and validation, the primary focus of this work was undertaken. Using the geometry of the

Allison/NASA Low Noise Fan blade, numerical solutions were collected using

ADPAC with different turbulen(:e models: tim alget)raic Baldwin-Lomax model with

standard eoeffi(:ients, the Baldwin-Lomax model with modified (:oeffi(:i(_nts, and the

one-equation Spalart-Alhnaras model. The only difference between the first two

turbulence models used was the values of C_.l, and Cl(leb; these values were adjuste(t to

compensate for the adverse i)ressure gradient in fan blade row based on a sensitivity study

by Granville. The mesh used to c,ollect the ADPAC solutions was an H-grid topology with

over 830,000 t)oints. The t)redicted results were compared with ext)erimental LDV data
ineasured at three axial stations.

The overall t)erformance of the fail was (:alculated in terms of pressur(_ ratio and

efficiency for each of the three ADPAC solutions. The ADPAC results using the

Baldwin-Lomax model with standard coefficients slightly over-t)redicted 1)oth the t)ressure

ratio slightly and efficiency. When the Bahtwin-Lolnax coefficients were modified, the

pressure ratio and efficiency were lowered ch)ser to the experimental values. The

St)alart-Alhnaras results were even h)wer, matching most closely of tile three numerical

solutions with the exl)erimental data; the i)ressure ratio was very close to the measured

value and the efficiency was at)I)roximately 0.5 I)oints high. The Spalart-Alhnaras results

also did not i)redict an overshoot in total t)ressure along the hut) at the exit profile station

as did both the BaMwin-Lomax models; this resulted in a smoother st)anwise distritmtion

of calculated efficiency.

Pitchwise distributions of axial velocity at five radial locations were compared

between tile three ADPAC solutions and the LDV data. In general, the ADPAC results

inatched fairly well with the majority of ext)erimcntal results; however, some differences

between the ADPAC results and the ext)erimental data and 1)etween the different

ADPAC turbulence model results existed t)rimarily in the endwall regions. Near tile

outer-most radial st)an location (90%), all three of the ADPAC solutions i)redicted wider

and deeper wakes shapes than the data showed. Tile lnodification of the BaMwin-Lomax

coefficients was most at)l)arent at tile lowest radial span location (10%) where tile

standard coefficient inodel raider-predicted the velocity deficit by 50% and the modified

coefficients i)redicted a wake shai)e very silnilar to the St)alart-Alhnaras model and

predicted the velocity deficit close to the exl)erimental level.

The orientation of the wake in the r - 0 plane was investigated using wake

centerline plots at the three NASA measuring stations. At each radial slice in t)oth the

experimental measuring matrix and tile nmneri(:al mesh, tile locations of the mininnml

velocity were plotted. The ADPAC predictions of the location of the wak(_ centerline

appeared to t)e very good, especially in the lnid-sl)an of the passage when comt)ared with

the experimental LDV data. From the hub to at)proximately 80% span, there was little

difference among the three ADPAC sohltions. Due to the degradation of a "clean" wake

profile near the outer casing, the location of the nfinimum velocity 1)ecomes associated

with the blade leading e(tg(_ tip vortex and not the wake of the I)lade. This (:aused a
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discontinuity in tangential location of the wake centerline wtlich became more exaggerated

farther downstream. By the third and final NASA measuring station, the experimental

data displayed this discontinuity at approximately 90% span, whereas the

ADPAC solutions broke closer to 95% span. There was also a difference between the three

ADPAC solutions with respect to the tangential location of the tip vortex.

A wake definition study was completed to determine the character of the wake as it

traveled downstream from the blade. This information is useful in predicting the intensity

of interaction with downstream bypass stator vanes and the related noise propagation.

Wake correlation formulations found in previous research were used to define the width

and velocity deficit of the wake. Silnilar to the wake results in tile near-wall spacing study,

the two versions of the Baldwin-Lomax model results predicted a quick drop in velocity

deficit immediately behind the blade, while the Sl)alart-Alhnaras model results predicted a

much smoother wake decay. Despite differences in wake decay rates, all three

ADPAC solutions matched the experimental data fairly well, matching the velocity deficit

distribution better than the wake width distribution. When compared with earlier wake

correlation functions, tile ADPAC curve fits and then experimental data aligned

significantly better with the correlations defining the velocity deficit than the correlations

defining the wake width. The wide variation in the correlations for wake width definition

suggests that the current formulation does not completely account for everything

impacting the wake such as variation in blade geometry and/or operating conditions.

Further study in this area appears to be warranted, t)ut was not included in the scope of

the current work.

To evaluate tile overall shape of the wake profile, similarity profiles were created

through a nondimensionalizing process. A Fourier series approximation was fitted to the

normalized wake profiles and compared between the ADPAC solutions and the

experimental data along with the symmetric Gaussian profile. The asymmetry in the

similarity profile due to blade loading as seen in previous studies was seen in both the

experimental data and all of the ADPAC solutions. The predicted ADPAC solutions

match(;d the pressure side of the wake experilnental data curve fit better than along the

suction side of the wake. The experimental data reflected a slower decay of tile velocity

deficit on the suction side. Between the wake correlations and the similarity profiles, more

significant differences among the results from the three ADPAC turbulence models were

f()und in the wake correlations functions than in the similarity profiles.

In summary, this work has successflfily incorporated the one-equation

Spalart-Alhnaras model into the ADPAC flow prediction code and demonstrated the

significant impact the choice of turbulence inodels has on the predicted downstream wake

definition. The modification of the Baldwin-Lomax coefficients improved the prediction

capability using the algebraic turbulence model in adverse pressure gradient flow regions

(i.e., fail and compressor regions of a turbofan jet engine). With adequate near-wall mesh

resolution, the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model modeled the free shear regions more

realistically than did the wall-bounded Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. With a better

understanding of the effects of different turbulence models, the confidence in using CFD to

predict wake structure inputs to acoustic analyses should increase. Due to the possible

sensitivity to individual blade geometries shown in the wake correlations, using validated

CFD (:()des to analyze blade designs relatively quickly should be an advantage over

extensive experimental testing. By improving the fidelity of the tools used in tile engine
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design and analysis process, t,he effort to r_duce engine, noise in the commercial aircraft

industry can take greater strides forward.
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